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PETROLOGY AND STRUCTURE oF ·A ·PORTION, O]f 
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COMPLEX, MEDICINE BOW MOUNTAINS, WYOMING 
The· Mullen Creek mafic complex, 10cated in the c;entral 
Medicine B0w ·M0Wltains of Wyoming, is a Precambriap. sequenc;e 
· 0f layered metaigneous mafic rocks intruded by several small, 
irregular plut0ns of felsic composition. The sequence con~ists of 
a diversified assemblage of rock types that exhibit variable degrees 
· of regional and kinetic metamorphism as well as hybridization result-
ing from subsequent intrusion of felsic bodies. The main Il,1.afic body 
is a layered. r.netagabbroic mass that has Wldergone gravitational 
differentiation to form gabbro-anorthositic gab bro "".anorthosite.,. 
. pyroxenite differentiates. Convectional motion appears to have 
been operative during crystallization as evidenced by cress-bedding, 
scour chq.nneling, igneous laminations, and 10calized rhythmic layer-
ing. Systemq.tic changes in the bulk compositi0n (\)f the layered sequ~nce 
are suggested by increasing phosphorous, sodium, titanium, vanadium, 
zirconium, iron to magnesium ratio, and decreasing nickel in similar 
·units with increasing stratigraphic height. Reversals in compositional 
variations are indicated by mineralogic and ge0chemical changes. 
iii 
Diabase, late stage gabbro, two periods of basalt dikes, and 
a minimum of two felsic phases intrude the layered sequenc.e. One 
felsic body, the Horse. Creek granodiorite, may repres~nt a late 
stage differentiate of the layered gabbroic sequence • 
. Regianal arnphibolite grade· metamorphism has masked most of 
the primary mineralogy of the mafic units, but numerous relict tex .. 
ture1:1 are present throughout most of the · comple~. Alate stage of 
kinetic metamorphi:;m at: lewer amphi'bolite -upper greenschist facies 
has imparted a cataclastic and accompanying retrograde metamorphic 
overprint locally • . Emplacement of younger felsic; rocks during the 
waning· stages of the regional metamorphic event is responsible f0r 
hybridization . of surrounding mafic units. 
The mafic complex has been subjected to at least two folding 
·episodes and multiple episodes of faulting and shearing. The·. com.,. 
. plex has been folded. anticlinq.lly about a . slightly ove:i,-turned axis 
plupging. steeply to the northwest with indeterminate internal folding. 
Refoldim.g is re.fleeted by a shallow westerly trending synanticlin~l 
fo19. Local shearing produced a penetrative fabric that subparallels 
the Mullen Creek-Nash Fork shear zone. Many Pre(,:ambrian faults 
apparently were reactivated during the Lara,mide· orogeny. 
Michael Edwar~ I;>onnelly 
·Department of Earth Resources 
Colorado State University 
· Fort Collins, Colorad0 80523 
Spring, 19 79 
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IN TR OD UC TION 
Purpose 
Detailed geologic investigations were conducted in a portion 
of the· Mullen.Creek Mafic Complex in s ·outheastern Wyoming in an 
effort to achieve the following objectives: (l) to. ~mbdivide phases 
of the mafic complex into mappable units, (2) tq establish a better 
understanding of the structure of the complex, (3) to establish 
geo~hemical trends in the complex, (4) to study relationships af 
felsic bodies within the complex, (5) to confirm the layered ni'l-ture 
of the complex, and (6) to locate and evaluate minerq.lized zones. 
Loc;ation and Description of Study Area 
The area inch1ded in this report is situated in the central part 
of the Mullen Creek Mafic Complex which lies on the wester.ti slope 
of the Medicine Bow Mountains, Carbon and Albany counties, 
Wyoming (Fig. 1 ). The study area encompa5sei;; approximately 
twenty-two square miles (57 square Km.) in Townships 13 and 14; 
. North and Ranges 79 and 80 West in the western part of the 7i 
minute Keystone Quadrangle and the southeastern part of the 7i 
minute Overlook Hill Quadrangle. 
Access to the area is provided by Woming state highways 
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Fig. 1. Index map of study area, Mullen Creek mafic complex (MC) and Lake Owen mafic complex (LO) 
are shown as stippled ·areas. 
N 
3 
the vHlages of Albany and Fox Park provide access to the. North 
' Platte River . ~nd provide excellent access tQ the· study area. Second-
-ary roads are not maintained during the winter, which.limits vehicular 
travel to the· summer· months. The porti<!>n of the area west of the 
·· North Platte IUver· may be reached only through privately held land 
on a series of jeep trails branching. off highway 2'.30 in the vicinity 
of the Big Creek Ranch. 
· Elevations range from 7, 400 feet (2, 257 meters) in the 
western part of the area c;ilong the. North1 Platte River to 9, 7SO 
(2, 974 -meters) atop Jays Roost in tP.e ea:;;t. With the exception· <>£ 
small clearings along drainages, the eastern region is covered 
with dense stands of lodgepole pine, spruce, a.n.d fir. The w~st 
central portion of the area is covered with sparse: stands of lodge-
. pole pine, i:;prq.ce, and sporadic groves of aspeI?.. The terr~in 
gradually be.comes more open to the west, where grass and sage -
b;rush. covered hills predominate. 
Outcrops are uncommon in the east but are increasingly 
more abundant to the west. Good exposure predominates along the . 
North· :Platte River and the area directly east of the River. 
Previous Investigations 
Very little detalled geologic work has ~een done on the M\.lllen 
·Cr-eek Mafic Complex. Houston and others (1968) conducted 
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preliminary geologic mapping of the mafic complex as a part of 
·an excellent compilation of the regional geology of the Medicine 
Bow' Mountains. The mafic complex also is included in a regional 
geologic map of the Southwestern Medicine Bow· Mountains and Sierra 
Madre Range (scale 1 :125, 000) by Houston and Ebbett (1977). 
Ramirez (1971) conducted geologic mapping in the Savage Run 
area within the meta.igneous mafi~ complex, and Ruehr (1961) 
mapped, the southwestern corner of the mafi~ comple~ as part of 
his investigation in the Devils Gate area. Other detailed work in the 
. immediate vicinity C!>f the metaigneous mafic complex inc;1udes re-
gional geologic studies by McCallum (1964) north and northeast of 
the study area, and investigations of dedolomitized lenses in the 
Mullen Creek-Nash Fork she.ar ·zone (Mc;Callum, 1964, 1974;). Con-
tinqing efforts are being. made. by McCal11,1m to provide reconnaissance 
geologic maps of the Keystone and OverlQok Hill 7~ minute Quad ... 
rangles as part of a U.S. Geologic Survey Precambrian mapping 
program (~teCallum, per. commu.n., 1977). A brief review of sev-
eral structural, petrographic and geochemical :i;>oip.ts p;t'esented in 
this report are available in an abstract by Donnelly and McCallum, 
(1977). A petrographic and geochemical evaluation of felsic rocks in 
the vicinity of the study area is currently being conducted by M. E. 
McCallum and D. E. Mussard of Colorado State University (Mui:fsard 
and McCallum, 1977; McCallum and Mussard, 1979a), and analyses 
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of all rock types in the area have been compiled by· M<;Ca11um 
and: Mussa.rd (1979b). 
· Other investigations include· work by Curl."ey (1959) in the Key-
stone district east of the study area, a study of the Big Creek 
Pegmatites to the southwest by I-Jouston (1961), q.nd work by Childers 
(1957) tq the north on a low ·grade metasedi:i;nentary sequence. Investi.., 
gations of mineralization in the· Medicine Bow ·Moµn,tains· in the· vicinity 
. of the Mullen• Crec;!k mafic· complex have been made by Theobq.ld and 
Thompson ('1968), McGallm;n and Orback (l968),. ·McCallum and. others 
(1976), Loucks (1977), on the New Rambler Mine1. and MaCallum 
(1968) on the Centen,nial District to the northeast. Further · work is 
b€;ing· conducted on gold mi,ne ralization in the·. M.edicine :aow Range 
by· McCaUu,m and Loucks (per· commun. 1 1977 ). 
l'he Lake Owens Mafic Complex, wh,ich is similar to the 
.· Mullen Creek :mafic complex, lies approximately six m,iles (9. 7· Km.) 
to the east and has been investigated by' numerous workers (e.g., 
Catanzaro, 1956; Stensrud, 1963; R,idgley, 1972). A .geologic map 
of the 7i minute .i.ake Owens Quadrat'l~le by Houston and . Orback (1976) 
includes the eastern part of the· +,ak€; Owens: Mafic· C0mpl~x. The 
western part of this complex is in the 7i minute Albany Qua<;lrangle 
which has b een mapped by M cCallum and Houstcm (McCallum,. per. 
comm,un., 1977). A detailed study of the cyclic units in the Lake 
. 6 
Owens· Mafic Cemplex is currently being conducted by HoustQn and 
Ridgley(Houston, per. cemmun., 1977). 
Methods 0f Investigation 
Field work was conducted during the· summers 0f 1974, and 
1975. · Portions of the U.S. Ge0l0gical Survey 7~ minute· Keystone 
and Overlook Hill Quadrangles, Wyoming, were enlarged to a scale 
of approximately 1 :18, 000 for base maps. Aerial ph0tog:raphs 9£ 
the 1947' U.S. G. S. GS-CM series (appreximate scale 1 :32, 000) were 
also ui;;ed but were limited in value. 
Representative reek samples were c;:~llected from all map 
units, and 145 rock samples were thin,-sectioned for petrographic 
study. ln addition, 96 representative rock samples and q.ccompany;_ 
ing thin secti0n.s were maqe available to the: aut'hor by M. E. 
McCallum £rem the eastern part of the study area. 
Modal analyses were conducted on. 95 samples, utilizing a 
petrographic .microscope with an integrating mechanical stage and 
a nine bank Lab Count Denominator. Between 500· and l 000 counts 
were made in each modal ana:lysis. Potash and soda staining t ech-
niques (Bailey and Steven~, 1960) were used to distinguish potash 
feldspar ~rom plagi0clase in polished reek slab~. Plagi o.clase 
co:i;npesitions were determined by the· Michel-Levy twin method 
de~cribed by· Kerr (1965, p. 257) anq by c:>il immersion metheds 
7 
usin~ determinative plagioclase comp0sition curves ( Tsub>oi, 1923) 
where plagioclase was poorly twinned or· where very calcic plagio-
. clase prevailed. Relative percentages of feldspars in granitic ;reeks 
were determined by conducting point counts on stained rock slabs 
usin~ a petrographic mic.roscope with attached reflected light ·source. 
In· addition, standard thin, section modal analyses were· conducted on 
felsic rocks .to determine relative percentages of accessory minerals. 
Electron mi9roprobe analyses were conducted on eight mafic;: 
+ock samples containing unaltered primary minerals. Olivi.J;le, clino-
. pyroxene, and. orthopyroxene compositions were determined quantitc;t.-
ti vely. Analyses were performed on a Hitachi Model XMA,..S electJ;c;u:~ 
microprobe at the University of Wyoming. One to .(ive grains of each 
mineral were analyzed per polished thin section. · Results of the 
microprobe analyses are given in the Appendix, T·aples 1-3. 
,Assay and whole rock analyses (McCallum e,t al.; · 1919) 
were performed on 64 and 34· samples respectively by the U.S. Gee-
. logical Survey as· part of the Medicine Bow Mountains, Wyoming 
Platinum ·Project" under the supervision of M •. E.· McCaUum. Analyses 
were performed using atomic absorption and semiquantitative emissi<;>n 
spectrographic analysis for 30 e lement.s. ln addition1 part of th e 
assay analyses were made utilizing a cornbi.J;led fire assay-emission 
spectrographic method described by Cooley et al. (1976). Assay and 
8 





The Medicine B0w ·M0untains define a large asymmetrical 
anticline with an exp0sed Precambrian core flanked by Late 
Pale0zoic, Mesozoic and Tertiary sedimentary r0cks 0f the 
· Laramie Basin and Laramie River Valley· 0n the east and Saratoga 
Valley and N0rth Park Basin on the west. The central part o{ the 
· Medicine B0w ·Mo\llltains is structurally d0minated by <;l. series· 0£ 
n0rtheast trending shear zones collectively termed the Mullen 
Creek-Nash ]fork shear zone (Houston and McCallurn, 1961; 
McCallum, 1974). Thi$ zope of shearing separates the Precam-
brian r0cks. of the range into two distinct geologic pr0vinces that 
c;tre distinguished by differences in structQ.re, reek type, and ge0 .. 
c;hr0nol0gy • . Exte.nsi0n 0£ the Mullen·-Creek-Nash Fork shear· zone 
is present in the Sierra Madre Ra.p.ge to the , southwest (Divis, 1977), 
and has bee11 tentatively traced through the Laramie Range to the 
n0rtheast (Houston and Mc Callum, 1961; Hills and Armstrong, 
1974). · A large body of an0rthosite is i;;ituate d where the shear· zone 
i1:1 considered t0 pass through the Laramie Range, suggesting emplace-
ment 0£ the anort-h0$ite along the shear zone (H0.ust0n et al~, 1968; 
Hills and A:rmst;rong, 1974, p. 22~ -224). 
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Rocks northwest. of the Mullen Creek-Nash Fork shear· zone 
incl\,1.de a complex sequence of mostly low ·grade metasedimentary rocks 
and quartz<;>feldspathic gneisses, intruded by numerous granitic, quartz 
diorite, and gabbroic bodies (Fig. 2). Gneissic units are of the arnph~-­
b01ite facies and represent the 0ldest rocks northwest of the shear· zone. 
Conformably overlying the gneissic units are metasedimentary rocks 
ranging from g:reenschist tp amphibolite facies (Houston.~ et al., 1968) 
Rb/Sr· age dates for the gneiss· and granitic intr\;lsions· in the gneiss 
. indicate that the r~cks have been ciffeGted by two thermal events,. one 
at 2, 400 rn. y. and another at 1, SQO ... l, 600 m. y. (Hills et al., 1968), 
setting a minimum age of 2, 400 m. y. for the ·oldef;lt rocks ·northwest 
of the shear zone. These rocks re.fleet at least two deformational 
events: . a northeast-trending fold pattern that controlled intrusion of 
gabbroic magma and a refolding episode that produced northwest-
t _rending. structures. Older gneissic units are characterized by 
north-northwest-trending structures (Houston et .al., 1968). 
Rocks ·southeast of the Mt!.llen Creek-Nash Fork shear zone 
include felsic and mafic gneisses, granite, and gabbroic intrusives 
that are continuous with the Precambrian rocks of the igneoµs -
metamorphic province of central and northern Colorado. Hornblende 
gneiss a.nd quartzofeldspathic gne iss predominate and are intruded 
by variably, sized bodies of quartz diorite ~nd gabbro. Gneisses, 
quartz diorite, and some of the gabbroic intrusives are in turn '.-.) 
Fig. z~ G~nerafr~ed Precambrian outci;op map. of the Medicine 
:Sow· Mountains, Wyoming (after Mc;:Callum et ai., 
· 19761 Fig. l ). Study ;:i.rea is in box. in.set. Diagram 
provided by ·coq:i;tesy of¥. E~ M~Call.um. 
12 
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intruded by granite of two ages: 1, 700 m. y. old foliated granite and 
a younger coarsely crystalline phase referred to as the Sherman 
Granite and dated at 1, 335+ 40 to 1, 570+ 40 m.·y. old (Hills et ·a1., - ....,.. 
1968). Although age dating results on gneissic units are discordant, 
.. 
analytical results do not suggest the presence of any rocks older than 
1, 700-1, 900 m. y. (Hills and Armstrong, 1974). 
Rocks southeast of the shear zone are structurally complex. 
Geometry of folds and associated lineati~ns suggest two periods of 
deformation. · Refolding coupled with obliteration of primary struc-
tures in some dikes indicate that rocks south of the Mullen Cret}k .. 
· Nash Fork shear zone have been affected by structural and metamorphic 
events that are not defined north of the shear zone (Houston et al., 
19 68 ). 
Geochronolbgic studies in the Sierra Madre Range show two 
distinct geochronologic provinces similar to those found i.l,'l the 
Medicine Bow Mountains. Rb/Sr age dates for rocks southeast of 
the Mullen Creek-Nash Fork shear zone range from 1, 680+ 20 m. y. 
to 1, 980+_ 70 m. y., whereas older rocks northwest of the shear 
zone have been dated at 2, 560+ 100 m. y. and possibly as old as 
2, 830 m. y • . (Divis, 1977). 
The contrast in structure and age of rocks on either side of 
the Mullen Creek-Nash Fork shear zone suggest that the central 
Medicine Bow Mountains lie in a transition zone between c;1.ncient 
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Precambrian roc}c<:s of Central Wyoming and younger· P;recambrian 
rocks of the Front Range of Colorado. Bouston and others (1968, 
p. 101-102) suggest that this discontinuity may represent a major 
boundary between two geologic provinces that existed in Precam ... 
brian time. The possibility that the shear zone represents a 
• Proterozoic subduction zone is suggested by Hills and others 
(1975) and Camfield and Gough (1977). Warner (1978) interprets 
the Mullen Creek-Nash Fork shear zone as part of a Precambrian 
counterpal't of Phanerozoic wrench fault systems that commonly 
.fot'm along continenta,.l plate margins durin.g episodes of mountain 
building. 
Review of Mafic Intrusions .South of the 
Mullen Creek-Nash Fork Shear· Zone 
· Numerous mafic bodies have been mapped in the· Medicine 
Bow 'Mountains south of the Mullen Creek-Nash Fork shE1ar ;z;one. 
All of these mafic bodies show variable degree s of cataclasis and 
metamorphism. In general, the mafi~ ro.cks in the northeastern 
part of the areC;L imme diately south of the Mullen Creek-Nash Fork 
shear zone are more s trongly foliated and m ·ore highly metamor-
phosed becaus.e of pervasive deformation related to the shear 
zone (Houston et al., 1968). The ma.fie bodies show a wide raxige 
of sizes, varying from small lensatic features that rarely exceed 
<;me mile ( 1. 6 . m. ) in l ength to t h e large complexes of the Lake 
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· Owens and M.ullen Creek areas thfl.t cover appro;ximately 21 and 60 
square miles {57 and 155 square Km.) respectively. Both the Lake 
Owens and_ Mullen Creek mafic c0mplexes have been rec0gnized as 
gravity stratified mass es. 
The Lake Owens mafic complex has rec;eived considerable 
attention because of the predominantly unmetamorphosed nature of 
the rocks, generally good exposures, and g<;>0d access. The intrusion 
is a relatively $mall cup~shaped body dipping concavely· to· the north. •. 
Several of the mafic units display well developed layering, and, 
utilizing the terminology of Jackson (1970), show planar lamination, · 
isomodal layers, and c;:hemically graded layers {Ridgley, 1972). 
The intrusion also contains sedimentation features such as <;:ross-
beds and channels {Houston an:d Orback, 1976; Hquston, per. commwi., 
1977). · Layering defines the structure of the complex as a steeply 
dipping semicircular· intrusion concave to the n9rth {Bouston ~t al., 
1968). Systematic sampling of the compl ex at c1<;>$ely spaced inter ... 
vals has revealed repetitive units, and three or more major cycles 
· may be present (Houston, per. commun., 1977). · Rocks are pre-
. dominantly-leucocratic, and major types include leucogabbro, 
l euconorite, l eu.cotroctolite, and anorthosite. Houston (per. 
c0mmun., 1977) indicates that the most significant variation is the 
progressive decrease in the proportion of mafic minerals from the 
base of the complex to the top. 
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The Mullen C;r'eek mafic complex is. located approximately 
six miles (9. T km .• ) to the west of the Lake Owens mafic complex. 
The Mullen Creek complex shows more intense metamorphism and 
deformation than its Lake Owens c;:ounterpart and prior to the 
author's investigation, very little detailed geologic mapping had 
been done in the w~st-central part of the body. As previously 
noted, Heustop. and others {1968, p. 75-76, pl~ 1) condticted 
reconnaisl;lance mapping of the mafic complex, and reported a 
wide variety of variably metamorphosed mafic rock types· incltid .. 
ing metagabbro1 olivine gal:;>bro, diorite1 quartz dioJ;ite, and meta.-
basalt. Olivine gabbro interlayered with ano;rthositic olivine gabbro 
was recognized in a . small region in the western part of the complex. 
Reuhr { 1961) m;;tpped the extreme southwe~tern part of the 
mafic complex in the Devils Gate are;;i. and ;reported a . predomin.ance 
of rnetagabbro along with minor occi;i.rrences of olivine -bearing 
gabbros and metapyroxenites. 
Ramirez (1971) gives a good ae<;:ount of the µiafic ;rocks in the 
northeastern part of the Mullen Creek maHc coµiplex whe'.1.4e h e con-
dticted detailed work over approximately five square miles {13 square 
km.). Unfortunate ly, the area st1,1died by Ramirez is one of the :r;nore 
poorly exposed s e quences of mafic rock in the c0mplex. Ve ry little 
relic;:t mineralogy is preserved in rocks of thaf area due to pervasive 
metamorphism and widespread cataclasis. However, Ramirez reports 
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that meta~a,bbro and hybridized metagabbro p:redomina~e 
and less·er._ ,,:amou'nt~ . of. _ITI.eta<;lJ,~}?,_ase.;, : .. ,_U}et~p_yr_oxenit~ •. -< 
metaleucogabbro, metadiabase dikes, and orthoamphibolites are 
present. Based upon variation in plagioclas~ composition, general 
lithology, li;>cal occurrences of cumulate texture, layering, igneous 
·lamination, and an inferred tholeiitic parent rnagma, Ramirez. sug-
gested that the· Mullen Creek mafic complex may represent a layered 
gabbroic complex. 
Review. of Felsic Rocks South of the Shear Zone 
Numerous felsic intrusives occur in the Medicine Bow ·Moun-
tains, but unfortunately, limited crosscutting relationships, diyetse 
lithology, and sparse radiometric age dates make genetic and 
chronologic interpretations difficult. 
Two granitic units cqtting the Mullen Creek mafi~ complex 
have been dated by the Rb/Sr ·method. Both Horse Creek granite 
and Rambler granite yield ages of 1, 760.±, 60 m. y. (Hills, per. 
commun., 1977). Age dating of the Big Creek gra.nite, which cuts 
r.netagabbro in the w~stern part of the mafic <;omplex, has defined 
isochrons of 1, 470+ 160 and 1, 715+ 50 m. y. old (Hills et al., 1968). 
The discrepancy in these age dates has yet to be resolved (Hills, 
per. commun. , 1977). Petrographic studies by the author of felsi.c 
units in the area whe;re felsic rocks were reportedly collected .for 
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age dating . show widespread crushing and shearing, suggesting a 
kinet:ic metam0rphic event that postdated emplac;ement 0£ the f.ebic;! 
rocks. This metamorphic event may explain the apparent discrep-
ancy in age dates. 
All felsic rocks. in the vicinity of the Mullen Ci:eek mafic 
complex have been grouped under the heading 0f oider Granite by 
Houston and othe:i;-s ( 1968, p. 77 ) • . These reeks range froµi granite 
to granodio;11ite, show -variable degrees 0f cataclasis, and transitions 
from granite to porphyroblasti<;: augen gneiss have been noted. 
F.elsic units shew ·conformable to gradatior,Lal centacts with horn,-
blende gneiss, and clearly cross-cut the mafic rocks of the M1;1,llen 
Greek complex. 
In addition to the larger bodies 0£ granittc rock previ0usly 
described; small dikes, sills, and pegmatites are common through-
out the Medicine Bow Mountains south of the shear zene. The small 
dikes and sills are similar in mineralogy ·to larger granitic units 
and are interpreted by Houston and others (19 68, p. 81) as being 
genetically related to the larger felsi .c units. 
Three types of pegmatites have been described by Houston 
(1961) in the Big Creek area in the vicinity 0£ the weste:i;-n and south-
western part of the Mullen Creek mafic complex. These include: 
(I) conformable pegmatites that are younger than the host rock, (2) 
cross ~cutting pegmatites, and (3) a replacement type found :chiefly 
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in the North Park fluorspar district. As in the case with larger 
granitic bodies, no definite age relationships between different 
types of pegmatites have been established. However, it has been 
sq.ggested that the pegmatites are dj.s si:m,ilar in q,ge and that some 
pegmatite:; with similar field characteristics may have been formed 
during events greatly separated in time (H0ust0n, l 96l; Houston 
and otheri:;, 1968, p. 81 ). Houston q.nd others (l 9'68, p. 81) also 
suggest ~hat the majority of the conformable and cross-cutting peg~ 
matites formed 0r were intruded at approximately t4e time of 
intrusion of the larger felsic bodies of the region. 
PRECAMBRJ;AN.ROCKS 
General Statement 
With the exception of thin covers. 0£ Quaternary q.lluvial a,nd 
colluviq.l material, . Precambrian rocks are the only rocks expos ed 
in the study area. Mafic rocks predominate and comprise a por-
tion of a nietaignecms la ye red :r.p.afic complex that .has been intruded 
by felsic rocks which apparently re.fleet several different episodes 
of intrusion. 
The layered portion of the ma.fie sequence consists princi .. 
. pally of meta gab bro and metaleucogabbro, but metapyroxenite, 
hybri<;li.zed metagabbro, and variably metamorphosed anorthosite, 
troctolite, olivine gabbro, and norite are abundant locally. 
Cro$:;;-cutting relation.ships between metagabbr<:l and metadiab~se 
suggest that some phases of diabase predate the major gabbroic 
event. Basaltic to diabasic dikes cross-cut some felsic intrusives, 
and are cut by others indicating several intrt.isive episodes. 
Felsic rocks show a wide variation in composition, ranging . 
from .alkali granite to gr;;tnodi9rite . Two felsic rock phases have 
been distinguished and mappe d, although similar variations in 
co:i;nposition, ·structure, and texture of the units make it diffic;ult 
to clearly separate them. 
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All. .r ·acksdn· the study area re£lect varying degrees c;>f cata-
clasis and well d eveloped shear zones are present le,cally. The 
following descriptions are presented in an inferred order from oldest 
to youngest.-
Hornblende-Andes~ne-Quartz. Gneiss 
. The oldest (?) exposed Precambrian unit in the study area is a 
hornblende-andesine...quartz . gneiss that occurs .1,1ea.r the eastern 
boundary of the mafic complex in sections 18' and 19, 'l'l4N, R79W. 
This gneiss has been interpreted as part of the hornblende gneiss 
sequence mapped to the south by Houston and others (1968). 'l'he 
gne~ss is preserved as xenoliths in the Horse Creek granodiorite 
and in the mafic complex near mutual co.1,1tacts. The ~enoliths · are 
generally small, rarely exceeding 65 feet (20 meters) in width and 
250 feet (76· meters) in length. Part~al ass~milation of gneissic 
xenoliths is common, and those found in the Horse Creek grano .. 
· diorite locally display a halo of biotite-rich granodiorite. 
Gneissic xenoliths become increasingly abundant near the 
mafic complex-granodiorite contact to the south {Pl~te 2), and 
gl'adlially grade into a predomi.n.ahtly ho:r:nbl~nde gneiss sequence 
south of the study area .{McCaUum, per. commun., 1977). 
The gneiss is predominantly a hornblende -rich rock contain-
ing lesser amoun,ts of quartz and ande sine. It is weU layered, 
stropgly foliated and generally dc;trk in color. Laye:r;ing is 
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expressed by mineral segregations that show pronounced differ-
ences in color-and texture. Individual layers ra,nge from 0.1to10 
mm in thickness. Locally,. gneissic rocks are highly deformed 
into a series of tight minor folds and crenulations, Poor exposure 
prohibited detailed analysis of these structures. 
A small diopside-garnet-epidqte skarn assemblage oc·curs 
south of the Golden Key prospect and indicates the presence of a 
once more calcareous phase in the o;riginal sequence. The gneiss 
appears to be simil~r to quartz-biotite-andesip.e gneiss and horn ... 
blende gneiss reported to the south by Houston and othe.rs (1968). 
The quartz-biotite-andesine gneiss is gradational both· vertically 
·and horiz0ntally with hornblende gneiss, and w-<;1.s mapped .as a . sepa-
rate unit. primarily because of its quartz-rich nature (Hoµston, et al., 
1968). 
Petrography 
Gneissic samples display a medium to fine-g:i;ained equigranu-
, 
-lar texture in thin section, and are invariably layereq. Individual 
mafic and felsic laminae ran~e fror;n • 5 mm to 10 mm, Hornblende 
is commonly aligned in a nema.toblastic fashion, but the gneis$ is 
typically · granoblastic grading to porphyroblastic. · C.alca;reous 
phases are composed primarily of granoblastiQ garnet and di9pside 
with lesser amounts of epidote, quartz, and calcite. Accessory 
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apatite and magnetite generally occur in trace amo~ts as inclusions 
in diopside. 
Hornblende commonly shows a pleochroic scheme of X .= 
yellowish brown, Y = deep green, and Z = bluish green. Biotite 
is found altering fromhornblende and as ragged spongy· crystals 
enclosing quartz and plagioclase. Biotite displays a .ple0chroic 
scheme of X = deep to light brown and y,vz = dark reddish br0wn 
to deep brown. 
:Plagioclase compositions range from An41 tc:> An48 in the 
three samples studied (Table I). Grains are gent:: rally poorly 
twinned and sericitically altered. 
Other accessory minerals include magnetite, ilmenite with 
as so<;iated sphene and leucoxene, microc~ine, and tiny zircon and 
apatite crystals. 
Metaigneous Mafic Complex 
General Statement 
Mafic;: rocks in the study area comprise part of a . layered 
gabbroic intrusion that has subsequently been intruded by. late stage 
gabbro, dialDase (age relationships uncertain), and basaltic to 
diabasic. dikes. A complex assemblage of mafic r0CkE; is exposed 
in the mafic sequence and variable degrees of metamorphism and 
later metasomatism related to felsic intrusives are evi,dent. 
Amphibolite grade metamorphism is pervasive throughout the 
Table 1 , Modal analyses (volume ·percent) for · hornblende -andesine .. quartz 
gneiss . 
. Sample number 22 -382 22 - 566 . 22-570 
Hornblende 27 .. 4 33.0 57.0 
Plagioclase 61. 8 50 . 0 37. 5 
An content ( 48) ( 41) ( 45) 
Quartz 7.3 5~ 5 3.5 
Biotite 1. 3 5.0 2 .0 
Magnetite 2 . 2 trace trace 
Ilmenite trace trace trace 
Leucoxene trace - - trace 
Calcite -- trace --
Sphene trace trace trace 
Zir con trace trace trace 




· metaigneous mafic complex, and although p;rimary textures· are gen-
erally recognizable, relict mineralogy· is· p:t;"eserved. in 0nly· a few 
js olated. areas e 
Based on field observations and petrographic study, it appears 
that metagabbro, metaleucogabbre, hybrid rocks· of dieritic; c0rnpos-
· ~ition, and metadiabase are the most c0mm0n phases in the mafic 
complex. However, lesser amounts of metapyroxenite,. metabasalt, 
a,northosite, and slightly metamorphosed olivine gabbr0· and norite 
·are also present. ~ybrid rocks that have compoi:;iti0ns similar to 
diorite are derived from gabbroic units that have underg0ne · varying 
degrees of metasomatism: due to intrusion 0f £elsic rocks. Ramirez 
, 
I 
(1971) reports similar hybrid phases north of the · study area, . ar;i.d 
gives a g<i>od. account of their occurrences and petrography. 
Gabbroic Rocks 
General Features 
As previously noted, metagabbro is the principal rock type 
in the study area. Metagabbro grades locally. into m~taleucogablDro, 
and several occurrences of anorthosite were observed. Fresh 
olivine gabbro and norite were found in a few isolated localities, 
but comprise only a .small proportion of t otal mafic rocks in the 
compl ex. 
Metagabbro is characteristically medium grained, dark gray 
to · greenish g:ray, and shows a granular to macroophitic texture. 
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Primary foliations, defined by coarse igneous layering and lami-
nation, are present in several parts of the· complex. Weak to 
strong. cataclastic foliation may also be present. A .. spotted 
metaleucogabbro is prominent in the Jays Roo~t area. The spotted 
appea.rance· is due·.to the· pre.sence of large (1. 0 cm.) . decussate 
clots of amphibole formed from the breakdown of large intercumu-
-late grains of pyroxene. 
Numerous mafic pegmatites were observed cr0ss -cutting 
metagabbro. Pegmatites are generally quite _small, very-irregular, 
and consist 0f coarsely crystalline amphibole <:1-nd plagioclase. Mafic 
pegrnatites. are considered to be contemporaneous with forrn.ation of 
gabbro, . and the result of localized build-u.p13 ·of volatiles. All of the 
pegmatites encountered are too small to map at the utilized scale. 
Many 0f the structural features observed in the metagabbroic 
rocks are similar to those reported from classic layered gabbroic 
intrusives (Wager· and Brown, 196 8; Mo rs~, '!969 ). Features noted 
include igneous lamination (the alignment of tabular plagioclase,), 
layering, and min~ral graded bedding, which will be discussed in a 
later section. · One· small scour channel was observed and rare cross-
beds have been noted both in the study area and elsewhere in the · com-
plex (McCallum, per. commun., 1977). Fine la:yering occurs 
in the vicinity of Jays Roost in the eastern part of the s t udy area. 
Layers are defined by alternating segregations of fuetaleucogabbro and. 
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metagabbro that range to anorthosite · and metapyroxenite respectively. 
Layers range from one mm to · one meter and because of poor expo-
. sure, can rarely be traced more than four · meters. Excellent layer-
. ing has been found in the western part of the area in section 35, west 
of the North Platte River. Individual layers range from 10 mm to 
approximately. one meter in thickness. 'l'he layers range in compo-
sition from· metapyroxenite to anorthosite, and. one metapyroxenite 
zone was traced intermittently for · approximately O. 4 . km. 
Small anorthosite lenses and pod-like segregations enclosed 
in metaleucogabbro were observed in i;;ectiQ,n. ' 7i:ii.the .eastern p~rt: of 
the· study· area. Individual pods rarely exceed six to seven· meters 
in strike length and two meters · in width. The a.northosite grades 
laterc;i.lly into metaleucogabbro and probablly formed by· localized 
se:gregation of plagioclase. Other occurrences· of anorthosite are 
interlayered with more mafic phases and apparently are -cumulate in 
nature. 
· Metabasalt inclusions were found in· metagabbro eai;;t of Jay$ ·· 
Roost in the NW i of :section 19. The inclusions measure approxi-
mately ·three to six meters in diameter, and were clearly engulfed 
by metagabbro (Fig. 3). Metabasalt-metagabbro contacts are · very 
·sharp-and display little or no interaction between the two units. None 
of the l.nclusions are large enough to map at the scale of this study. 
······  
.... . . ,. 
. . 
Fig. 3. Metabasalt xenolith in m etagabbro in section 19 





Gabbroic rocks are · characteristically hypidiomorphic granular 
·and may ·sh0w :alignment of plc;tgioclase, relict ophitic texture, and 
local occurrences of cumulate texture. Primary: igneous textures 
are very·well preserved, reflecting the magmatic history of the 
rocks despite the alteration· of most primary minerals. Medium-
. grained phases predominate, however, fine-gra~ned rnicr0-gabbros 
and coarse -grained units prevail locally. 
Plagi0clase and amphibole form the· primary c0nstituents of 
the metagabbro, and some olivine, orthopyroxene, and clino-
. pyroxene is pl;"eserved in olivine gabbros . and n0rites. :A.ccessery 
minerals include apatite, zircon, magnetite, ilmenite, pyrite, 
chalcopyrite1 pentlandite, and allanite. Common. secondary miner -
. als are biotite, epidote, muscovite, sericite, calcite,. leucoxene, 
sphene, and scapolite. Tables 2, 3 and 4 . list modal analyses for 
selected gabbros,. metagabbros, metaleucogabbros, and . anortho-
·sites. 
Plagioclase. Plagioclase is the least altered principal mine.ral 
phase in the mafic complex rocks. Only in c;tre.as of hyb:r;-idization and 
shearing has plagioclase composition ancl primary text.ural disposition 
been appreciably modified. 
Plagioclase ranges from anhedral grains to euhedral lath.-Hke 
·crystals O. 4 to 7. 0 mm lop.g. Subhedral crystals with roughly tabular 
Table 2. Modal analyses (volume percent for gabbro). 
Sampl e number 22-91 22-92 22 - 155 22-160 
Plagioclase 52.9 4 6 . 6 41. 2 48 . 5 
An content (89) (65) (68) (86 ) 
Clinopyroxene 15.0 18. 8 28 . 9 31. 3 
Composition (Wo - En-Fs) ( 48. 0 -42. 5 -9. 5) (48. 3 - 38.4-13. 3) (42. 8 -46 . 1-11. 2) (44. 0 -43 - 46.1-11. 2 ) 
Olivine 5.0 - - 2.0 8.4 
Fo content {86) -- (86) (67) 
Orthopyr-oxene 0.5 4.4 2.4 0. 8 
Composition {Wo - En - Fs) (1.8-70.8-27 . 4) " (2. 3-68. 6 - 29. 1) ( 2. 71 -7 5. 4 -21. 9) ( 2 . 0 2 - 6 6 -7 5 . 4 - 21 . 9) 
Hornblende 12 . 4 28.4 24.1 5 . 8 
Biotite 1. 5 0.9 0.2 
Apatite - - 0.3 0.2 
Magnetite 1. 2 0.3 0.6 3.9 w ...... 
Ilmenite - - -- trace trace 
Sphene - - trace 
Rutile trac.e trace t race trace 
Pleonaste (Hercynite) t r ace 
Talc 5.6 - - trace 
Serpentine o. 5 - - - - 1. 1 
Iddingsite trace - - trace 0.2 
Hematite trace 
Chl-0rite - 0.3 trace trace 
Chlorophaeite trace 
Seri cite 2.3 - - trace 
Epidote 2.8 trace trace 
Scapolite - - o. 3 
Calcite trace - - trace 
Table 2 (Continued). 
Sample number 22-160 22-403 22 - 470 22-471 22-475 
Plagioclase 48.5 38.3 63.9 55.6 
An content (86) (77) (73) (57) 
Clinopyroxene 31. 3 8. l 13. 7 17.9 
Composition (Wo-En-Fs) (44. 0-43. 0-13. 0) (no analysis) ( 44. 5 -46 . l - 9 . 5) (43. 3-40. 4 - 16. 4) (no analysis) 
Olivine 8.4 20 .9 15.9 -- 17 . 4 
Fa content (67) ( 8-0) (74) -- (81) 
Orthopyroxene 0.8 5.9 0.7 18 . 7 10 . 1 
Composition (Wo-En-Fs) (2. 02-66 . 0 - 31. 9) (0 . 2 -81.4-18.4) (2. 51 -74. 5-23. 0) (1.7-59.4 - 38. 9) (2. 53 -68. 9 -28. 6) 
Hornblende 5. 3 · 22 .8 trace 3.2 48 . 7 
Biotite -- . 2 1. 3 0. 3 2.8 
A patite -- -- tr.ace 
Magnetite 3.9 2. 9 2. 1 3 . 0 4 . 0 
Ilmenite trace 
Sphene -- -- -- -- -- w 
Rutile trac·e -- -- -- -- N 
Pleona_ste · (Hercynite) - - tr.ac.e trace -- 0.8 
Talc -- -- t race .o. 5 
Ser.pen tine l.1 trace 0.4 -- -0. 4 
Iddingsifo 0.2 
Hematite 
Chio-rite - - - -- 1. 1 -0. 8 trace 
Chlorophaeite -- trace 
Sericite · -- trace trace 
Epidote -- -- 0 . 9 t race trace 
Scapoli.te 
Calcite - - 0.4 -- -- trace 
., 
Table 3. Modal analysis (volume percent) for metagabbro. 
Sample number 22-66 22-8613 22-199 22-414 22-485 
' 
Plagioclase 23 . 4 36 . 5 43.8 46 . 9 12 . 1 
An .content (74) . (7 3) ( 69) ( 52) ( 57 )-
C linopyr oxene -- 2.9 0.8 
Hornblende · plus 
actinolite -tremolite 62 . 5 43. 6 45.0 49 .6 51. 6 
Apatite trace - - 0.4 trace trace 
Magnetite trace trace 0.6 2 . 2 o. 4 
Ilmenite trace 
Sphene trace 0.2 trace ? 0 . 3 
Biotite trace trace o. 2 trace 
Chlo rite 0.2 0 .6 
(.);) -- -- -- VJ 
Muscovite 0 . 2 trace trace ? 
Seri cite 1. 3 1. 0 0.6 1. 3 16. l 
Epidote 12 . 4 15 . 8 7.8 trace 
Clinozoisite -- -- -- -- · 19 . 5 
Scapolite - - -- 0.2 
Zircon trace - - trace - - trace 
Pyrite -- trace trace 
Hematite - - -- trace -- trace 
Alwi.i:~ 
Galcite 
Table 4 . Modal analysis (volume percent) for metaleucogabbro and anorthosites. 
Metaleucog:abbro Anor.thosites 
Sample number 22 -5 22 -137 22-320 22 -370 22 -417 22-149 22 -459 22 - 318 
Plagioclase 62 .7 64 . 7 68. 1 70.9 61. 1 73.4 91. 6 93.2 
An content (71) (69) (67) (75) (63) (77) (64) (67) 
Clinopyroxene 9. 9 0 . 9 2 . 3 - - -- 1. 2 
Hornblende plus 
actinolite -tremolite 25 .6 ·26. 0 19.0 25 .3 32.2 18.2 2.3 1. 3 
Apatite . 2 trace -- trace trace trace - - trace 
Magnetite trace trace {). 2 trace trace 0.4 0 . 2 t race 
Ilmenite trace ? trace -- tr.ace ? -- trace 
Sphene trace trace - - -- 0.2 trace -- trace 
Biotite 0.4 - - ~ - trace 
Chlo rite -- 2.0 3.5 trace trace 0.4 1. 8 1. 9 
Muscovite 0. 1 - - 1. 3 trace trace trace - - trace 
Seri cite 0.5 0.9 1. 7 trace 3.4 trace w -- - - ~ 
Epidote 0.8 3.5 - - 2.9 4.8 4. 1 
Clinozoisite -- -- 4 . 4 -- - - - - 0.7 3.3 
Scapolite -- 2.2 - - -- . -- 2 . 3 
Zircon - - -- -- - - - - -- trace .. 
Pyrite 0 . 3 - - 0.7 -- - - trace - - trace 
Hematite trace -- trace -- trace - - - -
Allanite -- - -- -- trac.e 
Calcite -- 0.2 trace -- -- - - -- o. 3 
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form are most common, but become increasingly more lath-
. shaped with increasing anorthite content. Inclusions of ap~tite, 
amphibole, and iron oxides are abundant. Minute granular 
hematite (?} inclusions impart a pink to reddish coloration to 
some plagioclase especially in areas of hybridization. Igneous 
lamination, formed by the parallelism of tabular plagioclasie 
·crystals (Fig. 4), is well preserved in layered units and to a 
. lesser extent in rocks with. little or no layel,"ing. The· alignment 
of plagioclase probably refle cts deposition of crystals from a 
moving mq.gma, as was suggested by Wager and Brown (1968,p. 23). 
With few exceptions, plagioclase shows· well developed twinn.ing, 
especially in the more calcic varieties. Zoning is quite complex, and 
normal, re:verse and oscillatory zoning Wc;t$ 9bserved; normal 
zoning is the most evident. 
With increased metamorphic grade and shearing, plagioclase 
shows increased sericitization and/ or saussuritiz"a.tion. .=O~e.:r. · 9'5% · of 
all thin sections studie d show variable degrees of alteration of plagio· 
clase. Secondary products include epidote, clinozoisite, sericite, 
hydromuscovite ( ? }, clay products, and scapolite. Secondary epidote 
sometime s forms myrmekitic fringes on plagioclas_e anq may rim 
entire grains. Scapolite occurs as tiny veinlets cutting plagioclase 
crystals , . as irregular patches , and as a r e placement of plagioelase 
grains in cataclastic rocks. 
Fig. 4. Cumulate plagioclase with small apatite inclusions 
displaying strqng ig.n.eous laminc;l.tion. Sample 22-318, 
crossed niCols, X 79 . 
Fig. 5. Complex corona rimming olivine. Mine ra.l species 
from oliVine outward are: orthopyroxene - cmphibole- · 




Olivine. Olivine was observed in six thin sections and compo- · 




(Appendix, Table 1 )e The microprobe determinations .for 
fou;r ·samples fall within limits of allowable error; however, analyses 
of the· other two· samples are qile stid.riable '. and are · i.ndi - . 
· cated by an asterisk in Table· I (Appendix). Nearly all olivine:; show 
small amounts of manganese and three samples show trace amounts 
·of chromium. The presence of manganese is relatively common in 
olivine, . and represents substitution for magnesium and iron. Small 
amounts of aluminum present apparently substitute for silicon. The 
presence of small amounts of chromium rnay represent spinel inclu-
. sions that were not visibly detectable. 
Olivine occurs. as equ~gran~lar · anhedral crystals and is gener-
ally interprete.d as a cumulat~ phase. Individual grain sizes range 
from ·O. 4 mm to 3. 7 mm. 
Olivine is st~ongly altered in most samples, and secondary 
products include magnetite, brownish-red iddingsite, talc, and a 
colorless to light green serpentine identified as antigorite. Pseudo- · 
·morphs of serpentine a.£f;er.· olivine were found in several altered 
samples. 
Two thin sections containing olivine · show well developed com .. 
plex coronas .(Fig. 5·,)o Mineral phases in a corona in sample .22-403 
were analyzed by electron microprobe and compositions from olivine 
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outward are as follows: olivine (Fo
80







), amphibole (c;:omposition not determinable), 
. 1. 1 • 
fibrous. amphibole (composition not determinable), and plagioclase 
(An
76
). Pleochroic orthopyroxene forms small parallel prisms 
perpendicular to olivine. Amphibole occurs both· as an inner rim 
of small perpendicular prisms and as a tightly woven fibrous mat 
inter grown with plagioclase. Small, granulai;· green spinel crystals 
(hercynite?) occur· sporadically in corona amphibole rims. Other 
coronas are not as complex and generally are composed of ortho-
. pyroxene or· amphioole rimming olivine. 
Pyroxenes. Both orthopyroxene and clinopyroxene were 
observed in less altered gabbroic phases. · Orthopyroxene c0mposi-












and define a hypersthene series (Fig. 6). Clino-




in the augite field (Fig • .6). · Orthopyroxene is 
thought to represent a cumulate phase in all analyzed samples whereas 
clinopyroxene is considered inte rcumulate. Thus, pyroxene pairs, 
even though analyzed from the same sample, do not represent equili-
brium phases. Although there · are insufficient pyroxene an;;ilyses 
at present to determine a fractionation trend for pyroxenes in the 
layered sequence, it is evident from Figure 6 that orthopyroxene is 
·' deficient in calcium compared with orthopyroxene analyses f;rom other 
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· layered mafic intrusions. However, it was noted in four of five 
·samples containing. dinopyroxene· and . orthopyroxene that both 
. pyroxenes show a .systematic iron enrichment. 
Orthopyroxene· occurs as sma~l (O. 6 to 3. 0 mm) anhedral 
crystals all of which show pale ··green to pink. pleochroism, . light 
brown coloration and varying degrees of alteration to amphibol~. 
Intercumu.late , clinopyroxene poikilitically encloses· plagioclase, 
orthopyroxene, and iron oxides in crystals ranging u.p to !?even rnm 
in diameter ,(Fi~~ 7). The · clinopyroxenes also commonly· show 
variable degrees of alteration to amphibole. Many amphibole 
crystals retain relict augite cores and the· optically• continuous 
poikilitic texture of the primary clinopyroxene phase. 
Amphibole. Ami:>hibole occurs in varying. proportions in all 
mafic rocks of the· mafic complex. Both primary and secondary 
·alteration phases· were observed in thin section,. · Primary horn-
. blende was found in several thin sections as an': intercumula~e phase of 
large opticallr qontinuous poikilitic grains enclosing. plagioclase 
and pyro~ene. · Primary hornblende is optically negative, . and shows 
a pleochroic .formula of X = greenish browni Y :. ·sepia brown, and 
.. Z :: reddish brown. The se hornblende grains are generally partially 
altered to tremolite -actinolite with some reddish brown :ru.tilated 
bioti,te. 
DIOP-SIDE H£0£NIEl .. ITE ,----
22-919 .. 22-92 
22-110 ,22-160 
- •22-471 -22-155 
22- 155 ~-ii?i7_o 
22-475 .. ~ ~ .. ~z-1&0 .. 22-411 
.. 22-11 
ENSTATITE fl! MIOSILITE 
F i g. 6. Electron microprobe analyses of calcium-rich and calcium-poor pyroxene s. Numbers r efer to 




Secondary amphibole ranges from small eq.hedral _hornblende 
prisms enclosed in plagioclase to-anhedral fibrous mats of tremolite,... 
- actinolite. Relict augite cores are preserved in many samples 
(Fig. 7), and relict poikilitic te~tures are commonly retained_ (Fig. 8). 
Large relict poikilitic crystals of hornblende may range µp to 7. 0 mm 
across. Larger ho r nblende crystals have been broken down to de~us-
sate aggregates in rocks having undergone cataclasis. Relict schi ller 
and diallage structure s are commonly preserved. Secondary quartz, 
from the breakdown of pyroxenes, occurs as rounded blebs poikiliti-
cally enclosed in hornblende. 
Colorless to light green actinolite-tremolite forms a, ·fibrous 
rim on many hornblende crystals, and numerous samples show 
optici'!:llY continuous crystals with a nearly col0rless core rimmecl 
by darker, pleochroic hornblende. Seconda:ry hornblende {orms a 
variety of pleochroic schemes, the most common being: 
X .= light yellowish 
green 
. X = pale brown 
X = yellowish green 
Y = green Z ::; bfoish green 
Y = greenish Z = dark green 
Y = olivine gi:e_en Z = dark greeIJ, 
Eh1e .. green varieties are the predominant type with lesser amounts 
of brownish varieties. Most amphiboles show incipient alteration to 
biotite and chlorite. 
Fig. 7. ReUc;t pyr.o~ene cores surrounded by amphibole 
~howing schil~er inciusions of iron o~ides. Sa:rnple 
22 .... s, crossed · nicols, X 79. 
;Fig. 8. Optically continuous grain of poikilitic hornble.Q.d~ 
enclosh1g plagioclas e . Sample 22-496, c ross e d 
nicolS, , X 27. 5. 
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Accessory Minerals. Allanite is a common accessory mineral 
that occurs as highly pleochroic reddish brown to brown subhedral 
crystals up to 2. 0 mm in diameter. It may be mal:ltled by epidote 
·and sphene, and in some gapbro samples epidote was observed in 
·. zoned rims· around allanite nuclei. 
Secondary biotite is generally found as ragged flakes derived 
from amphibole. The most common pleochroic schemes for 
biotite are: 
X = light yellow 
X =. light yellow 
X = light yellowish 
br0wn 
Y~Z = reddish brown 
Y~ Z = light brown 
Y"" Z = dark brown 
·. Reddish brown biotite commonly envelopes opaque grains and is 
thought to have .a high Ti02 content. Several samples show altera ... 
ti on of biotite to light green chlorite. Muscovite was also noted 
altering from biotite generally along granulated grain ;margins. 
Apatite is present in nearly every thin section studied. 
Apatite ranges from anhedral to subhedral and grains average 
O. 2 mm in length. Elongate cigar-shaped crystals as much as 
· 2. 0 mm in length were found in leucocratic racks. 
Sphene occurs as euhedral to anhedral crystals that commonly 
·mantle allanite and ilmenite. Granular crystals. range up to 2• 5 · mm 
in length. 
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· Zircon was observed in only a few -thin sections,. and it occurs 
as minute anhedral crystals. Metamict halos in biotite were attri-
buted to zircon inclusions. 
Opaque minerals are present in most samples : and they were 
·evaluated in reflected light in eight polished sections • . Minerals 
· identified in decreasing order 0£ abundance ·are: magnetite, 
ilmenite, pyrite, hematite, pyrrhotite, chalcopyrite, and pent-
. lan.dite. 
Magnetite occurs both. as an intercumulate phase and as a 
secondary phase. Intercumulate rn<;l.gnetite is fol,lnd as anhed:ral 
bleb .... like· crystals partially enclosing plagioclase and hornblende 
(Fig. 9), and comprises nearly 14% 0£ magnetite-rich rnetagabbro!!) 
(Table 3 ) • . Exsolution lamellae of ilmenite· are generally present 
in primary magnetite crystals. Secondary magnetite produced 
from the breakdown of olivine and pyroxenes occurs as small granu-
. lar to rod-like crystals in the cores of amphibo1e and pyroxenes, 
and as irregular fracture-filling veinlets in olivine. · Magnetite 
·crystals may be rimmed by pleochroic epidote. 
·Ilmenite, in addition to forming exsolution lamellae,. o~curs 
· as dendritic growths and small granular · crystals. ·Ilmenite is 
commonly altered to pearly white leucoxene and may be rimmed by 
granular sphene. 
Fig, 9 • . Inte.rcumulate magnetite enclosing horI?.blende. 




Pyrrhotite is found as small anhedral grains in less altered 
gabbros. It is commonly rimmed by pentlandite and irregular 
e;xsolution lamellae of chalcopyrite were observed. Chalcopyrite 
is also found as minute b!eb-like crystals randomly disseminated 
in pyrrhotite. 
Pyrite was observed both as cubes and small irregular 
. crystals. Oxidized rims of hematite on I:iyrite · are common. 
La+ger crystals of pyrite (up to approximately 15. mm) are 
comm.on in more leucocratic gabbroic phases. 
Hybrid Rocks 
General Features 
Gabbroic rocks that were contaminated by felsic· intJ;"usives 
have been termed hybrid rocks in this report (after the usage of 
· Moorhouse, 1959, p. 153). Hybrid rocks generally are found in 
·contact with felsic rocks, but may occur in isolated a+ea,.s · suggest-
. ing the presence . of underlying felsic;: rocks or the £armer presence 
of fe~sic rocks that have since been eroded .away. Hybrid units are 
found most commonly in the central part of the study area and 
along the margins of the Horse Greek granodiorite sill. Metagab-
broic; rocks that have undergone the most extensive hybridization 
(i.e., metagabbroic rocks in closest pro;ximity to felsic intrusives) 
are dark gray to greenish gray, fine grained, generally e·quigranu-
-lar, and show development of small macroscopic non-foliat~d flakes 
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of biotite. Hybrid rocks that have undergone less ext~nsive modi-. 
fications are medium to fine grained, show a decrease or absence 
o.( biotite, and commonly contain light pink to reddish plagioclase.· 
Both varieti~s of hybrid rocks generally contain abundant: closely 
\ 
spaced fr_actdres filled with epidote. Fine grained hybrid phases 
are similar to, metadiabase, and where the ophitic texture of meta-
diabase has be··~n obliterated, it is extremely difficult to distinguish 
·from fine grained hybridized metagabbro. 
North of the. study· a:r;ea, Ramirez (1971, p. 31 ), recognized 
hybridized mafic. phases and divided them into Type A and Type 13 
varieties that are distinguishable both in the field . and in thin section. 
Type A hybrid rocks are those mafic rocks .found Glosest to granitic 
bodies. and which have undergone the most extensi,ve· alteration. 
These rocks are ch~racterized by reGrystalliza,tion of plagioc~ase 
. to m<;>.re sodic · andesine, development of l;>iotite, and lo$ s of primary 
gabbroic textures. Type B varieties retain relic;t textures and show 
changes and degree of biotite development as criteria for distinguish-
ing hybrid rocks in the field, hG>Wever, in thin section, every gradati on, 
I 
between extensively hybridized r ocks to weak development of bi,otite in 
metagabbro was obs e rved. 
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· :. Petrography 
Hybridized reeks that have t;mdergone the most extensive 
modifications show loss of re lid gabbroic textures and develop 
ment of granobla:stic texture with poikiloblastic hernblende (Fig. 
1 O). These hybridized rocks grade into gabbroic rocks that she~ 
effects of hybridization but retain relict textures and pr~mary 
-igneous mineralogy. Nearly all samples display varying degrees 
of cataclasis._reflected by undulatory quartz, ben.t feldspar laths, 
anq slight granulation and recrystallization. 
· Mineral constituents are similar to ai:;semblages in meta .. 
gabbroic rocks that have not undergone hybridization except that 
biotite and chlorite are increased and the anorthite ·content of 
plagioclase is decreased in the hybrid phases, Ilornblende and 
plagioclase form the two predominant mineral phases,. and acces.;. 
sory minerals include biotite, chlor~te, epidote, sphene, quartz, 
apatite, scapolite, zircon, magnetite , ilmenite, <i.nd pyl;'ite. 
Hornblende occurs as anhedral to· subhedral grains. that 
are coi;nmE»nly poikiloblastic ·with quartz, epidote, and. sphene inc;lu ... 
· sions. Grains that contain numerous magnetite inclusions may have 
a dusty appearance. Many larger grains· are recrystallized to 
decus sate aggregates. Hornble nde has a number of pleochroic 
schemes, the most corm;non being: 
Fig. 1 O. Photorntcrograph of hyb:i;idi~ed rnetag~bbro show .. 
ing granoblastiG texture. Sample 22-493 1 crossec;l 
niGols ·,, X 27. 5. 
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X = pale green Y = green 
,_ X = pale green Y = green 
X = greenish brown Y = brownish green 
Z :::; greenish brown 
Z = dark green 
Z = dark-green 
_Many hornblepde grains have a light green, nea:rly c;.olorless 
core rimmed by much darker hornblende, thii:i zon;:;ition· may 
reflect a more calcic core. Hor~blende is commonly mantled 
by pC1-le green actinolite-tremolite in less alte red samples, . and 
is variably altered t_o biotite -and chlorite in more intensely 
aHered samples. 
Plagio.clase is characte risti9ally m,or. e sodic than in meta-
gabbroic re>cks that have not undergone hybridization • . ,Andesine 
is the prominent variety of plagioclase and ~northite - contents l'ange 
·as low as An
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• Plagioclase occu;rs as subhedral to anh~dral 
crystals that are commonly well twinned and normally· zoned. 
l?lagioc lase of intensely hybridize d rock generally appears to be 
-ve ry fresh and nor mally z one d,, whe r e as l e ss hyb;ridized plagi~­
clas e is highly s e ricited and/or saussuritized, ~ltho~gh highe:r 
anorthite contents are retaine d. Several sample s show.alteration 
of plagioclase to small granules of scapolite . 
Biotite is the most common acce ssory mine ral and is found 
r e placing hornble nde-in highly hybridized rot;:ks. :Siotite shows 
seve ral ple ochroic schem e s, the most common b e ing: 
Table 5 . . Modal analyses (volume percent) of hybridized metagabbro. 
Sample number 22-452 22-453b 22-454 M-455 . 22-496 ·22-55 6 
Plagioclase 5.5 34 . 0 36 . 2 46.8 34 . 4 20.0 
An content (44) ( 35) (37) (36 ) ( 54) { 35) 
.c linopyroxene 
Hornblende · plus 
actinolite -tremolite 53 . 2 49.5 52 . 8 40.7 56. l 57 . 5 
Apatite trace t r ace 0 . 5 trace trace trace 
Magnetite 5 . 5 trace 0 . 5 0 . 5 3.0 0 . 5 
Ilmenite trace trace trace t race trace trace 
Sphene trace trace 0 . 5 trace - - trace 
Biotite 2.0 - - 2 . 0 4.5 4 . 0 3 .. 0 
Chlo rite -- 1. 5 2 . 0 - - t race - ·- lJ1 
Muscovite 0 . 5 U1 -- - - - - - - --
Seri cite 24.3 8.0 1. 0 1. 0 2.0 3 . 5 
Epidote -9. 0 5. 5 4.5 2.5 0.5 15 . 5 
Clinozoisite 
Scapolite 
Zircon - - trace -·- trace -- trace 
Pyrite 0 . 5 trace trace -- trace 
Hematite trace trace trace trace trace t race 
Allanite 
Calcite -- 1. 0 -- 4.0 tra:ce 
·Quartz -- 1.-0 - - 4.0 trace 
X = yellow 
X = light yellow 
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Y=Z = re<;ldish brown 
y::::.z = medium brown 
Light yellow to light green flakes of chlorite were found as altera-
tion products of biotite and hornblende. 
Quartz is most abundant in samples showing the most intense 
hybridization effects · and it occurs as small interstitial grains and 
small rounded inclusions in hornblende. 
Sphene forms . anhedral grains with epidote· and hornblende, 
and occurs in granular aggregates surrounding ilmenite. 
Apatite occurs as tiny anhedral grains poikilitically ep.closed 
in plagiodase and as larger grains up to 1. 5 mm iong:. 
· Epidote is found in nearly all hybridized . samples and forms 
poikilitic inclusions in hornblende, as a complete to partial replace -
ment of plagioclase, and in tiny veinlets. Epidote ranges ~roi;n 
nearly colorl~ss to bright yellow. 
Late Stage . Metagabbro 
General Features 
A coarse grained leucocr'atic metagabbro constitutes a late 
sta,ge phase. in the central part of the mafic complex (Plate 2). 
Exposure of this metagabbro is restricted to a few small areas in 
section 31. 
· Late stage· metagabbro is predominantly a medium grained 
massive leucocratic rock that is locally melanocratic;:. It ranges 
Tabl e 6. Modal analyses (volume percent) for l ate stage metagabbro. 
Samp le number 22-360 22 -463 22-478 22 -494 
P lagioclase 82:. 2 51. 6 4 5.6 38.3 
An content ( 6 9) ( 64) ( 38) ( 55) 
Hornblende · plus 
actinolite -tremolite 7.0 16.5 28.0 41. 6 
Apatite -- trace 0.2 0.5 
Magnetite 0.7 0.4 trace 1. 1 
Ilmenite -- - - - - trace 
P leonaste - - -- -- trace 
Sphene trace trace 0.4 trace 
Biotite trace -- 3. 1 0.7 U1 . 
Chlo rite 0.9 - - 0.2 0 . 2 -.J 
Muscovite 1. 1 - - 2 . 4 
Seri cite 3 . 2 11. 9 10 . 7 7.8 
.Epidote 4.9 13~ 7 5.7 5.8 
Rutile - - trace - - trace 
Zircon - - -- trace trace 
Hematite - - -- - - trace 
A lla n ite trace 
.Calcite - - t r ace - - t race 
C lay products -- 5.9 1. 7 
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fr0m green te gray and weathers to sub-rounded beuldery outcrops. 
No layering or other primary structural features wel;'e observed, 
but evidence fer forcible intrusion along· joint planes in fine]," grained 
metagabbre was seen in section 31. 
Leucocratic· late stage metagabbro is distinguished in the field 
from other phases of metagabbro by a c0arser grained equigranular 
te~ure, and. a pred0minantly leucocratic' composition. The late 
·stage metagabbro has short, stubby, equant plagioclase crystals 
as· opposed fo the · smaller . lath-like plagi0Clase crystals found in 
the more melanecl;'atic metagabbros of the district. 
Cross-cutting relations with surrounding·metagabbro and 
limited aerial extent of the late · stage m.etagabbro indicate that it is 
a ;relatively minor· late pulse of mafic magma that intruded the 
layered gabbroic sequence. The term "late stage m.etag~bbrE>" is 
U$ed as an info;rmal term in this report to distinguish this later 
phase from the widespread layered metagabbros that are considered 
to have crystallized from a single intrusive event. 
Lack of exp0sure and close simnarity of late stage metagabbro 
with surrounding metagabbroic phases renders subdivision of the 
phases impractical at the present map scale. Consequently, over-
print symbols are used to distinguish areas of predominantly late 
stage metagabbro from those of earlier metagabbro. 
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Petrography 
In thin section, late-.stage metagabbro is hypidiomorphic 
to allotriomorphic granular, and exhibits varying degrees of 
cataclasis. Late· stage metagabbro is mineralogically· similq.r 
to the finer grained metagabbro that it intrude.s. It is com-
posed principally·o£ plagioclase and hornblende with accessory 
biotite, quartz, sphene, apatite , zircon, ilmenite, magnetite, 
allanite, rutile, and pleonaste. Secondary minerals include 
sericite, clq.ys, calcite, hematite, quartz, epidote, and mus co- . 
· vite. 
Hq:rnblende displays a variety of pleochroic schemes, the 
most common being: 
X = brownish green 
X = pale brown 
Y = green 
Y = greenish 
brown 
Z = dark green 
· Z = dark green 
· Pleochroism varies within single crystals and many grains have 
light bluish green to green cores with darker more strongly 
pleochroic rims. Zonal variation in pleochroism may reflect 
more calcic(?) cores. Other · samples show ·partial alteration of 
hornblende to aggregate rims of fibrous actinolite -trem.olite. 
ReUct schiller and d iallage· structures are preserved locally, 
and reflect a pyroxene parentage. Secondary magnetite granules 
commonly r iddle cores of amphibole grains. Texturally, q.mphi- · 
bole fills angular interstices between plagioclai;e grains, formin~ a 
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weak sub-ophitic texture. Many of the amphibole grains are 
poikilitic with- inclusions of apatite, quartz, . 0paques and sphene. 
Amphiboles commonly are variably altered to tan and deep-





) is generally medium to coa:i,-se 
grained and occurs as short, stubby, euhedra.1 ta anhedral tabular 
cryistals. The plagioclase crystals cornrnenly display albite, 
carlsbad and pericline twins and show normal zon.atio.n. Many 
·grains are extensively sericitized and/or sauss"ritized. 
Two generatiens of quartz are pref;ent. · Larger primary 
anhedral crystals occur interstitial to plagioclase, and smaller 
rounded anhedral grains that are common along. amphibole grain 
. ' 
boundaries and intergrown with· amphibole, probably formed du;ring 
the breakdown of pyroxenes. 
Other accessory minerals. include granular sphene rimming 
and intergrown with ilmenite, clusters of large anhedrq.l apatite, 




Meta.pyroxenite is found throughout the Mullen Creek Mafic 
Complex, and has l;>een recognized, byReuhr (1961), Ramirez (1971) 
and. McCallum (per. comrnun., 1977), It occurs both as discrete lenses 
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and layers in the rhythmically layered gabbroic units and. as sm.all 
po.ds of rneta,pyroxenite apparently not associated with layerin~. 
Lenses rarely exceed I 0 mm in thickness and one · meter in. length 
whereas conHnuous layers measuring up to one meter in thickness 
were traced intermittently· for approximately O. 4 km. Ped-like 
bodies range from small elliptical masses three to four mete;rs in 
length up to masses measuring approximately 20 by 60 meters • 
• 
A plot of all metapyroxenite pods in the study area indicates a 
random distribution. No .structural patterns were observed to 
e~plain the seemingly chaotic occurrences. 
Contact relations of metapyroxenite pods with the surround-
ing metagabbro are generally obscured by the deeply weathered 
nature of these rocks, and no continuous outcrops with conta,ct 
relations we:1;e observed. However, isolated contact relation-
· sl).ips suggest that m.etapyroxenite grades into coarse grained 
metagabbro which in turn gra,des into medium grained metagabbro. 
Of considera'Qle interest is the ubiquitous presence of metadiabase 
near metapyroxenite bodies. This relationship is especially preva-
. lent in the eastern part of the study area, but becauf?e of limited 
exposures, no contacts have been observed. In his work north of 
the study area, Ramirez (1971 , p. 10) also noted the al?sence of 
clearly defined contact relationships. 
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The metapyroxenite weathers to a rough, coarse, warty 
surface that is characteristic of this lithologic unit. Weather~d 
surfaces are dark green to <lark ~ray, whereas fresh surfaces are 
dal;'k greenish gray to light gray. 
Petl'ography 
In thin section, metapyroxenite ·shows a relict allotriqmorphic 
to hypidiomorphic texture, and contains rare large poikilitic grail'ls 
of secondary amphibole after pyroxene. Major mineral censtituents 
indude amphibole, talc, cblorite, serpentine, and magnetit~, with 
accessory biotite, muscovite, sphene, ilmenite, .epidote,. apatite, 
hematite, :ryrite, pyrrhotite(? ), sericite, plagio<;:lase, and rut ile 
(Tci.ble 7). 
Amphibole ranges from dark hornblende with a . pleochroic 
formula of Z = pale brown, Y = greenish· and. Z = dark green, to 
light green to colorless actinolite-tremolite. Actinolite .. tremolite 
commonly rims darker hornblende. Amphiboles may be recryi;;tal-
lized to fine-grained decussate aggregates, that in turn have been 
variably altered to tan, greenish brown1 and reddish brown b~otite, 
pale green to light yellow chlorite, and aggregates of talc. Small 
magnetite granules, generated from the breal;cdown of original 
pyroxenes, occur throughout the amphibole graini;i and a:re commonly 
concentrated in the colorless cores. 
Table 7 A • Modal analyses (volume percent) for metapyroxenite. 
-
~ample number 22 -195 22 -203 22 -256 22 -400 22-495 22 -508 
Plagiocl a s e 7.3 . -- 4.2 trace 
An content (64) - - ND ND 
Clinopyroxene -- - - -- -- 2 . 0 
Hornblende · plus 
actinolite -tremolite 86.5 56.3 71. 5 67 -. 5 64·. 7 72.2 
Biotite 0.8 trace 0 . 3 
Chlo rite 3.7 29.1 20.6 27. 3 29.2 25 . 5 
Magnetite trace 0.8 trace 0.8 3.9 1. 7 
Ilmenite 0. 1 -- -- trace trace 
Sphene trace -- trace trace tr.ace trace 
Epidote trace - - trace : 1. 8 -- -- O' VJ 
Apatite 0.3 - - trace trace 0 . 2 
Muscovite 0.5 
Pyrite - - trace trace 
P y rrhotite -- -- trace 
Hematit~- _ trace trace trace trace trace t race 
Rutile -- - - -- - - - - trace 
Se ri cite -- -- 7.4 
Allanite trace 
ND denote s composition not determinable. 
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Plagi0clase occurs as a miner mineral c0nstituent in some 
metapyroxenites (Table 7). Plagioclase ranges fr0m subhedral to 
anhedral grains· in up to 1. 5 mm lengths. These grains are · commonly 
altered to sericite and epidote, thus c0mposition determinati0.Q.s are 
difficult to impossible. A few grains retain relict normal zonin~. 
Ilmenite occurs as small discrete granules and. as skeletal 
dendritic crystals~ · Small granules of sphene · sometimes rim the 
·ilmenite. 
Apatite is subhedral to euhedral and occurs as minute equ.ant 
grains. or elongate crystals measuring O. 1 .t() 1. 0 mm. 
In addition to sec;0ndary magnetite :after -pyr9xene1 larger 
· anhedral grains c;tre also commonly present. · Other · opaque i:x:li.nerals 
include small cubes of pyrite and rare pyrrh0tit~ (? ). 
Metadiabas e 
General Features 
Me.tadiabase was observed th"roughout the study· a;rea, and is 
especially common in the western half of the district. Complex 
cross -cutting relationships chci.racterize the metadiabase (e.g. meta ... 
diabase was . observed cross - cutting metagabbro and being cross -cut 
by metagabbro). A fine grained chill margin was observed in several 
outcrops, indicating intrusion into the gabbr0 host. In· all cases, 
contact relationships indicate that both mafic: phases were plastic 
during intrusion (i.e. all contacts are irregular and show ·J?lastic 
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defori;nation). Cross-cutting· relations were not observed between 
metadiabase and other mafic phases bec;:ause of p0or exposure. 
Metadiabase is dark gray to dark greenish gray in weathered 
surfaces, and dark greenish gray to bluish gray on fresh surfaces, 
Outcrops generally weather to sharp angular blocks defined by 
closely spaced joints. 
Metadiabas e is mine ralogically· similar to metagabbro although 
texturally it characteristically retains a fine grained ophitic fabric 
that is rea~ily recognizable in the field. The close simila;rity of 
meta.diabase with fine-grained hybrid phases of metagabbro makes it 
difficult to discern metadiabase in areas of hybridization. Hybridi-
zation . of metadiabase was also observed and this is reflected by 
development of macroscopica~ly recognizable biotite, reddish 
coloration of pla.gioclas e, and decreased ano;rthite cqntent in plagio-
clase. Weakly hybridized metadiabase generally retains· a weak 
relict ophitic texture which can be: recognized in close inspection. 
Petrography 
Metadiabase closely resembles finer-grained phases of . 
metagc;1.bbro both mineralogically and texturally. Metadiabase is 
generally characterized by a well preserved ophitic; to subophiti<;: 
texture, el0ngate plagioclase laths, the presence of minor amc;:>unts 
of primary (?) quartz, and a mo;re sodic plagioclase than occurs in 
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metagabbr.o. Large relict poikilitic gra.ins of hornblende · can be 
distinguished easily in hand sample. 
Metadiabase is composed primarily of hornblende· and plagio-
c;:lase, with lesser amounts of actinolite -tremolite, epidote, biotite, 
and_ quartz, and a cc es sory amounts of chlorite, apatite, sphene, 
magnetite, pyrite, relict clinopyr0xe.p.e, rutile, sericite, zircon, 
allanite, q.nd scap9lite (Table 8). 
H:ornblende occurs in a variety of pleochro~c schemes, the 
most common being: 
X =brown 
X = yellowish-green 
Y = light green 
Y = green 
Z = plue -green 
Z = blue-green 
Light pq.le green to colorless actinolite-tremolite is generally 
present, replacing ho:rnblende. Amphibole grains are commonly 
crowded with inclusions of iron oxides, qµartz . and apatite. 
Symplectic intergrowths of hornblende and quartz were noted, 
and with increas~ng quartz content, hornblende .forms ::;ponge-like 
grains enveloping quartz. Schiller structure and relict dia!iage is . 
preserved in· some· samples. Where there is little evidence of 
catac1asis, hornblende occu:rs as large ;relict poikilitic grains up to 
7 • . 0 mm in diameter (Figure 11 ), some of which contain r e lict 
cores of clinopyroxene. Where effeGts of cataclasis are promi-
nent, poikilitic grains have been recrystallized to finer grained 
decussate aggregates. It was noted that hornblende crystals that 
Fig. 11 ~ R~lict· poik.ilitiq text\,lre j.n metadiab~s ~. Plagioc~~se 
grai,ns ~re ~et i.p. an opti~aUy continuous grain of 
hornblen.de. Sam.pi~ 22~212, crossed · D.iCols, X 79. 
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have not undergone extensive recrystallization commonly are 
crowded with iron oxide inclusions, whereas recrystallized grains 
have fewer iron .oxide inch,Isions. 
Plagioclase ranges from stumpy anhedral grains to subhedral 
laths. It is generally normally zoned with rims consisting of clear 
albite .(? ). La,.ths are generally randomly oriented and .show ·vary-
ing degrees of saussuritization and sericitization, sericite, hydro-mus co-
. vite(? ), and granular to prismatic epidote · and clinozoisite ·are present 
locally. The more calc;:ic cores com.mqnly have a dusty appearance 
caused by inclusions of granular and rod-like iron oxides. 
Biotite was .found in nearly every sample studied (Table 8), and 
all appears to be an alteration product of hornblende. Biotite oacurs 
as anhedral flakes in various reddish brown to bluish green pleo-
chroic schemes. Metamict halos sur+ounding inclusions of zircon 
were ooserved in several thin sections. Light green chlorite with 
anomolous blue birefringence occurs as a local alteration product pf 
biotite, and, more rarely, as an alteration product derived directly 
from hornblende. 
Primary (?) quartz is present as irre~lar grains interstit ial 
to plagioclase in approximately one -half of the thin sections s tudieq. 
Secondary quartz . occurs as srp.aller, rounded to irregular grains in 
hornblende, and is apparently derived from the breakdown of 
Table 8. Modal analyses (volume percent) for metadiabase . 
Sa mple number 22 - 61 22 -77 22-123 22 -282 22 -477 a 22 -507 -
P lagioclase 38.6 28 . 6 42.6 27. 3 1 9 . 4 36.9 
An content (50) (46) ( 5"8) ( 68) ( 45) ( 51) 
Hornblende plus 
actinoli te -tremoli te 51. 7 56 . 1 35 . 9 5 5 . 1 6 1. 3 53 . 1 
Clinopyroxene -- - - - - ·trace 
Biotite 6 . 2 9 . 0 10.2 8.9 -- 0 . 4 
Apatite trace 0 . 5 0.6 0.2 0 . 6 0 . 4 
Magnetite 0 . 6 0 . 5 trace 0 . 2 trace 3 . 0 
Ilmenite - - - - - - -- - - trace 
Pyrite - - - - - - - - - - 0 . 4 
Hematite - - - - - - - - - - 0 ! 3 -J 0 
Sphene trace - - trace trace t race 0.1 
Ru tile - - - - -- trace 
Chlorite - - - - -- 6.0 0 . 9 
Seri cite 1. 2 1. 1 1. 5 2. 5 9.5 3 . 2 
Epidote trace 3 . 4 4.7 1. 2 7.7 0 . 7 
Quartz 2 . 3 2 . 0 5 . 0 trace 0. 6 0.6 
Z ircon trace trace trace 
Allanite trace trace - - trace 
Scapolite - - - - - - - - - - 1. 0 
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pyroxenes. Quartz in samples having undergone cataclasis · shows 
·increased mndtilcit<;>ry extinction and re crystallization. 
Allanite. occurs as trace amounts in nearly all samples studied. 
Skeletal grains, rods, and almond shaped allanite cryatals may 
. attain lengths. of Q. 5 mm. 
Opaque tpinerals include magnetite, .ilm~nite,. and pyrite. 
· Magnetite occurs as large irregular· anhedrc;i.l grains , and as small 
granular inclusions in hornblende. Pyrite grains are quite sm.all, 
rarely exceeding o. 5 mm, . and generally have· partially; Q~idized rims. 
Other accessory minerals include granular ·sphene,. apatite and 
scapolite. · • Sphene generally occurs as small granules, sometimes 
mantling ilmenite, but larger grains exceeding· 2 4 0 mm in' .length 
were observed. Apatite is present as tiny anhedral to· subhedral 
crystals. Scapolite occurs in small irregular. patches as an alter-
· ation product of plagioclase and as tiny veinlets; cutting plagioclase 
crystals·. 
Metabasalt Dike s 
Gene :ral Features 
Narrow metabasalt dikes are found throughout the· study· are a 
(!'late 2) and some may be traced intermittently for ··over two miles 
(3 km) • . With the exceptio.p o f three dikes, all trend app:roximately 
0 N6() E and are nearly ·vertical. Although mineralogically· and textur .. 
ally · similar, the dikes represe nt at least two stages· of emplacement, 
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both pre-dating and post-dating the Horse Creek granodiorite. 
Younger felsic intrusives cross - cut both generations of mafic dikes. 
The metabasalt dikes g enerally display a fine grained ophitic 
texture which is readily recognizable in the Held. Dikes range from 
three to twenty-two fee t ( 1 to 6 . 5 meters) in thickness, and form dis -
continuous outcrops with slight positive reli e f. Outc rops are charac~ 
te ristically dark greenish gray to dark olive green and we'ather to 
tough angular fragment s. Fine grained c hill borders were recog-
nized along some dike boundaries . 
A metabasalt dik e in s ections 35 and 36, we st of the North Platte 
River, is slightly mol," e porphyritic than n e arby dike s. The porphyr-
itic nat ure of this dike gives the ro cks a mottle d appearance thq.t is 
strikingly similar to hybrid m etagabbro. There were no observed 
c ross -cutting relationships b etween this dike and other dike rocks. 
Petrography 
M etabq.s alt dike samples are generally fine grai.ned, holo-
crystalline, and range from porphyritic to e qui granular. The meta-
igne ous dikes are composed predominantly of hornble nde and plagio-
clase, with lesser amount s of chlorite and opaque minerals a long 
with accessory amounts of s ericite, e pidote, sphene, biotite, apatite , 
quartz, rutile and muscovite. 
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Hornblende may have variable ple0chr0ic schemes, but it is 
generally a blue-gre~h u:r:alitic variety that essentially· shows the 
·. scheme X = greenish yellow, Y = green, and. Z :;: blue-green. Color-
. less to light green actinolite -tremolite commonly rims rnany horn-
blende grains. Hornblende occurs in fine-grained decussate aggre ... 
·gates and. as large relict poikilitic crystals after p"yr0xene. Schiller 
structures may be preserved, and inclusions of iron 0xides, quartz1 
and epidote are common. In two samples, colorless to pale green 
actinolite-tremolite have partially replaced plagi0clase with needle-
like crystals that project into plagioclase, giving it a ragged appear..-
ance. 
Plagioclase occurs as· anhedral to · subhedral crystals, 
ophitically to · subophitically enclosed by amphibole. Two genera .. 
tions may be present; calcic phenocrysts (An56 _71 ) up to 4. 0 mm in 
l ength and · more sodic groundmass crystals (An 
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). Rare .. 39-
euhedral phenocrysts up to 1. 2 cm long were observed in the field. 
Groundmass plagioclase-laths rarely exceeq 1. 0 mm in le.p,gth. All 
plagioclase crystals are generally well twinned, especially in more 
calcic members. Crystals are generally ~oned normally although 
oscillatory zoning may· predominate locally. Albite (?) rims are not 
4nc·offi.mon,, and occur as thin clear· overgrowths on well twinned 
grains. Although plagioclase crystals are generally randomly odented, 
several samples show a wea,kly developed bostonitic fabric (Fig. 12). 
Fi~. 12~ Relict bostonitic fc~.bric preserved in meta'Qasalt dike 




Plagioclase typically shows incipient alteration tq· sericite· c;i.nd 
epidote. Secondary products commonly are restricted to calcic 
cores which may show a dusty appearance caused by tiny -inclusions 
of iron oxides ( ? ) • 
The perphyritic dike west of the. North :Platte River is similar 
· mineralogically (Table 9, sample 22-424), but has stumpy anhedral . 
phenoq·ysts of plagioelase that are intergrown glomeroporphyriti-
cally. 
Biotite occurs as deep reddish brown to light reddish b:t;"own 
anhedral flakes altered from amphibole. Chlorite .forms large 
feathery clots; gene rally formed a~ter biotite. 
· Epidote, and less commonly clino~oisite1 occur· after plagio- . 
-clase. Epidote also is present mantling magnetite grains. 
Other accessory minerals include ske letal ilme~ite in horn-
·blende1 pyrite with partially oxidized r ims, sphene, apatite~ quartz, 
leucoxene, rutile and muscovite. 
Felsic Rocks 
General Statement 
Two distinct e pisodes of felsic intru$ive activity are identUied in 
the study area. These e vents are r epresented by the following units: 
(I) Horse Creek granodiorite and (2) Younge r Felsic intru.sivei;. 
Table 9 . Modal analyses (volume percent) for metabasalt dikes . 
_Sample number 22-47 22-290 22 -371 22-424 . 22 -488 ·22-493A 
Plagioclase ·27.5 23.3 30.4 40.l 25.4 ·30 . 3 
.A.n content* ( 55) (54) (51) (71 -54) (64-58) . (57 -39) 
Hornblende ·plus 
actinolite -tremolite 61. 1 72.5 68.3 52. 9 71. 4 60.l 
Apatite trace -- trace trace trace trace 
·Magnetite - - 1.0 1. 3 3.2 1. 5 2.0 
Pyrite -- -- - - - - trace trace 
Sphene - - trace - - -- t race trace 
Biotite 3. 2 0.4 - - 0.2 1. 4 3.9 
Chlo rite 5 . 5 1. 3 trace - - - - 0. 6 
Muscovite - - - - -- trace -- -- -.J 
Seri cite 0.8 1. 4 -- 2.7 trace 1. 9 -.J 
Epidote trace 0. 1 - - 0 . 6 trace 0.3 
Quartz -- -- . - - - - -- 0.6 
Ru tile - - -- -- - - tra ce 
J, ,,.. 
First number is An content of phenocry sts, second number is groundmass. 
Single number refers to samples with a single generation of plagioclase. 
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The felsic units are distinguished in the field. by the .f!!)llowl,ng 
criteria: 
(1) Horse Creek granodiorite; distinguished from other felsic 
units on the basis of a fine to medium grained equigranular texture, 
the presence of only minor amounts of muscovite, weak to moderate 
foliation and irregular contacts wHh mafic units. Hybridized rnafic 
rocks commonly border granodiorite bodies. 
(2) Younger Felsic intrusives; range in composition from 
alkaU granite to granodiorite, are coarser grained ci.nd more massive 
than fo~iated grc;i.nodiorite and commonly haye small randomly dis ... 
tribU:ted cl0ts of biotite. Occurrences range fr0m irregular bodies 
to small elliptical shaped masses that are approximately three to 
.five times· longer than their width. Included in this group. are · a series 
of coarse grained pegmatitic phases and biotite -epidote quartz mort ... 
. zonite .intru.sives in the western part of the study area. Pegmatites 
are thought to correlate with the conformable type of pegmatites 
described by Houston ( 1961 ). Hybridization of surrounding mafic 
roc~s is sp0radic, but the emplacement of Younger Felsic phases 
J:+as definitely contrib\,ited to the local development of hybrid ma.fie;: 
phases. 
As with mafic rocks in the region, there are gradations in 
compositiqn .. and texture between the different felsic u.nits and dii;-
• 
tinctions between units is sometimes difficult. 
• 
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,Age relations between the · various £elsic 1,lJlits are largely 
unknown as very few cross-cutting relationships could be· observeQ.. 
Yow;iger felsic units were observed cutting Horse· C.reek gran(:)diorite 
·and biotite -epidote · quart,?; monzonite. , No <;:ross-cutting relations 
were observed between pegmatitic phase·s and. other felsic units or 
between biotite-epidote· quartz monzonite and Horse Greek g:rano-
dierite. ,According to Houston· and others (1968 ), the majority of 
cross -cutting and conformable pegmatites were introduced. at approxi-
mately the time of formati0n . of granite and. quartz m0nz0nite ~n the 
regioh. 
Horse Creek Qranodiorite 
General Features 
B.or~e Creek granodi0rite underlies the easte:i;-n part of the 
· study area in. sections 7, 8, 17, 18, 19, a.1,1d 20 of Tl4N, R80W. 
The granodiorite is part o~ a large irregular $ill:..Hke felsic i.1,1tru-
. sion. · Smaller granoqiorite bodies along the eastern margin of the 
mafi<;: complex and in the east central part of the · study· area a;re 
believed ta be satellites of this main g:ranodio:rite body (:Plate 2). 
The stru<;:tural nature of the granodiorite in the : study-area is difficult 
to evaluate because of limited exposures. · McCall\,im (pe;r. c;:ommun., 
1977) has mapped the entirety of the main granodiorite b.ody, and 
suggests that it is· a synanticlina.l E!ill with a predominantly shallow 
plung~ to the northwest (Plate 1 ). Limited attitudes near the 
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gra,nodiorite-mafic complex contact indicate that the sill conform-
ably (?) overlies the mafic body, but because of refolding, it .qew 
plunges steeply beneath the metaigneous mafic complex (Plate· 1 ). 
Horse Creek granodiorite intrudes quartzofeldspathic and horn-
blende gneiss east c;1.nd south of the study area, and large xenoliths 
· and lenses. of gneiss occur near the granodiorite-maf~c complex 
contact (see qes cription of hornblende -andesine -quartz gneiss). 
Contacts with gneis sic xenoliths are commonly gradational and. indi- . 
· cate· a high degree· of assimilation and/or replacement 0£ the gneissic 
members. Small.xeri.oliths o.£ gneiss are parti'Cularly abun¢!ant east 
o.£ the Golden. Key Mine (Plate 2). 
Horse Greek granodiorite is characterii;tically medium to fine · 
grained, light gray to pink, and usually shows a weak t.0 moclerate 
primary foliation imparted by the alignment ef biotite· a.rid lesser 
· amou,nts c;>f mus.covite. · Small pegmatitic phases are present locally, 
The unit has unde rgone exte nsive cataclai;is1 and wispy laye rs of 
biotite wrapping around felsic porphyroclasts impart a weak to 
·strong seco.1;1dary foliation that commonly obliterates th~ original 
fabric. 
No contacts were observed between the Ho;rse Greek g ranodior-
ite. sill and mafic rocks, although host units are hybridized. and silici-
fied r;i.ear cevered granodierite-mafic rock contacts. Intrl,lsive 
bre ccia.s ancl ma.fie ~enoliths commonly a ccur along margins of smalle r 
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bodies of Horse Creek gran0diorite. Contacts between granodiorite 
and Younger Felsic units are also seldom seen and where observed, 
the Younger Felsic units cut the granodiorite. 
Petrography 
The Horse Creek granodi0rite displays a hypidi0:Q'lorphic granu,.. 
lar texture with variable degrees of cataclasis. · Mortar texture is 
prevalent in many samples, and strained quartz . and potash feldspar, 
along · with strained and bent plagioclase, and potash feldspa;r ·are 
the principal constituents (Table 10), and are · aq:empanie<;l by, leE?ser 
amounts of muscovite, biotite, and accessory epid0te, clinozoisite, 
sphene, magnetite, ilmenite, le\,lcoxene, sericite, clay, and allanite. 
A tria.l;').gular diagram showing modal compositi<;>ns is shown in. Figure 
13. 
Anhed,ral orthoclase is the predominant potash feld$par in rocks 
showing little or no deformation, but microcline content increases 
with increased cataclasis. Orthoclase is typically perthitic with 
flame -like i,ntergrowths of al bite. 
Plagi0clase (An
26 
_41 ) is characteristically poorly twinned and hq.i; 
thin rims. of clear untwinned albite (?) mantling the normally· z0ned 
grains. With increased cataclasis, albite twinning is obliterated and 
degree of granulation increases along grain boun,daries. Saussuritiza-
ti on a.nd/ or sericitization is ubiquitous. Various clays, se ricite, 
" <· 
Table 10 . Modal analysis (v0lume percent) for Horse Creek granodiorite. 
Sampl e number 22-97 22-98 22 -1 22 22 -182 22-235 22~238 22-328 22 -450 22-476 22-483 
Quartz 30. 8 29.4 28. 9 33.0 31. 6 26. 0 32 . 1 32 .5 26 . 7 . 28.3 
K-feldspar 19. 6 21. 2 10.7 17.6 13 . 5 6.3 14.6 22.4 16.2 11. 5 
Plagioc lase 39.0 36 .6 41. 8 37 . 1 44.3 43. 6 40.9 34 . 6 35.3 46 . 6 
An content (26) (26) (37) (37) (28) (41) (34) (34) (31 ) (27) 
Hornbl ende plus 
actinolite -tremolite trace 
Biotite 7.3 6.3 12. 8 7 . 8 6.4 18.2 7 . 7 2.8 11. 8 11. 5 
. Apatite trace trace trace trace t ra·ce trace trace - - trace t race 
Zircon "trace trace trace trace trace trace trace trace trace trace 
Sphene trace trace 1 . 0 trace -- 0. 6 0 . 4 -- trace 0.4 
Ru tile -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- trace 
Allanite -- - - -- -- -- -- trace trace trace 
Magnetite 0. 6 2.4 0.5 0 .2 -- 2 .. 2 1. 1 trace 1. i 0 . 4 00 
Garnet -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- N 
Muscovite 0.3 1. 6 1 .3 1. 9 3.0 .0.4 1. 9 1. 6 0.4 1. 0 
Chlo rite trace trac.e -- -- t race -- -- 0.7 0 . 6 trace 
Seri cite trace trace -- trace trac-e -- trace 2.4 -6. 9 trace 
Epi<lote 2.4 2.6 3.0 2.4 1. 2 2. 7 1. 3 3. 1 1. 0 0.4 
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Fig. 13 . Triangul ar diagram showin g mode l compositions of fels i c rocks in the study area . 
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epidote, clinozoisite, and hydro-muscovite (?) pervade the calcic 
cores of altered grains. 
Quartz displays undulatory extinction in all samples studied. 
Most porphyroclasts of quartz have recrystallized to fine grained 
aggregates. In more severely sheared phases, quartz forms small 
lenses of recrystallized grains with modera.tely developed triple 
point grain b~mndaries. 
Biotite occurs as anhedral £1.p.kes that impart a weak to moder-
ate foliation. The most common pleochroic schemes are: X = 
ligh~ brown, Y:::::.Z = greenish-brown, and X =yellowish brown, 
y,..,_ Z = reddish brown. Many biotite flakes have deep red lamellae 
qf hematite. .A.lte ration of biotite to light green chlorite was 
oqserved in several samples. 
Other accessory mineral!3 include euhedral to anhedral granules 
of epidote and clinozoisite, granular sphene rimming ilmenite, inagne~ 
tite, and allanite (up to O. 3 mm and commonly rimmed by epidote). 
Accompanying increased cataclasis are increases in devel<;>p-
n:ient of perthite, cataclastically induced formation of microoline, 
strained and recrystallized quartz, and alignment of biotite and mus co .. 
vite, and alteration of plagioclase. 
Younger Felsic Intrusives 
General Features 
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Numer0us small highly irregular b0dies and small dikes of 
felsic igneous rocks occq.r throughout the study a:rea. Similar felsic 
rocks mapped by Ramirez (1971) north of the study area have been 
termed Younger Felsics. Comparable rocks .south ef the study area 
and in the soq.thwest part of the study area were mapped by Ruehr 
(1961) as granite gneisses. Pegmatitic pha$es west 0£ the North 
l?latte River have been included in this un1t and are thought to repre ... 
sent rocks correlative with Big C:reek Pegmatit~s (H~mi;>ton, 1961 ). 
Although the majority of you,nger felsic· igneous rocks a.re con-
fined to large irregular masses, many of the bodies are small and 
lenticular. Lenticular bodies preferrentially strike in a northeastedy 
direction (Plate 2). The largest younger felsic bodies are quite irre-
. gular and emplacement control is uncertain. However, a number of 
ypunger fE=;! lsic bodies appe ar to have been em.placed along pre -existing 
fa.q.lts , and some have been she a;red du.ring sumsequent episodes of r e -
activatiE)n. Pegmatitic phases in the western pal;'t of the i:;tudy area are 
dike -like and gene l;'ally strike approximate ly N(>o?~. · Emplacement of . 
these phases appears to be predominc;i.ntly joint cont:rolled. 
· Medi um to coarse grained. quartz rponzonite compris e s the bulk 
of this unit although gra,.nodiorite and l e ss e r amounts. of granite are 
present (Table 11 ). Several occurrences of f~liated biotite-epidote 
Table 11 : Modal analyses (volume percent) for younger felsic intrusives. 
Sample nurnbe r 22-243 22 -298 22 - 337 22 - 356 22-404 22 -415 22 -431 . 22 -447 22-467 22 -490 22 - 501 22-503 22-510 22 - 561 
·Quartz 29.1 31.4 35 . 8 30.8 32.3 29.5 30 . 0 43.6 42.4 48. 6 32 . 2 34 . S 32 . 0 35.2 
K - feldspar 34.0 24 . 3 30.7 20. 5 33. 1 32. 5 20. 0 26 . 0 10.8 0 . 7 26.1 38.8 27.0 28- 1 
P lagioclase 33.8 33 . 0 31. 5 39.6 32.5 36. 1 44. 8 24.5 31. 5 47.8 34. 1 23. 6 36.1 30 . 9 
Ah content (38) (34) (34) (31) (33) (26) (32) (34) (29) (28) (31 ) (27) (27) (33) 
Biotite I. 6 5.7 0.2 4.3 trace 0.3 0.6 5. 2 12.9 trace 0.7 0 . 4 4.0 1. 6 
Apatite trace trace trace trace trace trace trace trace trace trace t r ace trace t r ace t race 
Zircon -- trace trace trace trace trace -- trace trace trace trace trace trace tra·ce 
Sphene 0.2 0 . 2 trace trace trace -- 0 . 2 0.2 trace trace trace trace trace t r ace 
Ru tile -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- t race -- trace trace 
Allanite -- trace tr·ace trace -- trace -- trace -- -- -- trace -- --
Magnetite 0.6 0.9 0. 8 0.6 0. 1 O. I trace 0.3 0.4 o. 5 0 . 3 0. 9 0.4 trace 
Muscovite 0.3 2 . 7 0 . 8 2.6 1. 5 l. 5 4 . 4 0.2 1. 8 l. 2 4.6 1. 2 0.5 2 . 2 
Chlorite trace -- trace -- trace trace -- -- trace trace 0.7 0. 6 trace 0.8 
Seri cite trace trace trace -- trace t.race trace trace trace 0.5 t race -- -- trac e 
Epidote 0.3 1. 7 trace 1.6 0 . 4 trace -- 0. 2 trace 0.7 l. 1 trace trace 1. 2 
Leucoxene trace trace -- -- -- -- trace -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 00 0--
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quartz monzpnite were ob$erved in section 32. .A.ph.tic and coarse 
grained pegrnatitic phases are present locally. Outcrops are more 
resistant than the surrounding mafic country rock and range from 
rounded bouldery blocks to tombstone-shaped slabs that have developed 
in rn,ore strongly foliated and jointed phases. Fresh surfaces range 
from red to pinkish-white to gray , and various shades of white, 
buff and orange prevail locally. In haud sample, younger felsic 
rocks are characterized by a m e dium to coa,.rse grained te~ture 
with small clots of b~0tite and muscovite. Although most of the 
younger felsic rocks are non-foliated, weak to moderate foliat:i.pns 
of predominantly cataclastic origin are present .locally. 
Contact relationships with mafic roc;ks are generally sharp 
and ip.trusi ve bre c;:cias and inclusions of mafia rock in younger 
felsics were noteq at a number of localities. Contact effects .·o.f 
younger felsic intrusive(5 on the mafic country rock are quite e;x;ten-
si ve and widespread hybridization is prevalent immediately adjacent 
to · many of the felsic bodies. Where younger felsic rocks reflect a 
high degree of assimilation of the host: ma.fie units, distinction 




Younger felsic intrusives are characterized by· allotrimorphic 
to hypidiomorphic granular te:x;tures and exhibit varying degrees of 
cataclasis. Porphyritic textures prevail loc~.lly. Cataclastic effects 
range from strained quartz and slightly bent mica platelets to well 
developed mortar texture accompanied by bent, q;ac~ed, and 
strained porphyroclasts of potash feldspar and plagioclase. 
Principal mineral constituents are quartz, plagi0c1ase,. and 
potash feldspar (Table 11 ). Predominant accesl;lory minerals in-
. elude biotite, muscovite, epidote, sphene, and magnetite with trace.s 
of allanite .• hornblende, sericite, rutile, leucqxene, · apatite, and 
zircon (Table 1). Figure 13 shows variation in modal c;ompositions. 
Potash feldspar occurs as anhedral to subhedral crystals of 
orthoclase and microcline, microcline being the pr~dominant phase 
in samples having undergone more extensive cataclasis. Individual 
grains 0£ potash feldspar range up to 3. O mm and grai,n boundaries 
are commonly granulatec;l. Porphyroclasts (I-3 mm) set in a fine-
g:rained granulated matrix are locally abundant. Potash feldspar is 
generally perthitic with fine to coarse . bead and string type inter-
growths of al bite. Some incl us ions of rounded quartz, grains a.nd 
dusty pla,gioclase were noted. Myrmekitic intergrowths betwe~n 
potash £elcl~par and plagioc;lase are al$0 common. 
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Plagioclase (An26 .,.38
) eccurs as subhedral to anhedral crystals, 
and prominent lath shaped grains are restricted to more calcic 
varieties. Plagioclase crystals are normally· zoned, the outer· zones 
consisting of clear untwinned albite. Large plagiqclase grains gen-
eraHy show some degree of granulation, and several sample$ shew 
large relict outlines of grains that appa;rently were crushed and the 
finer grained aggregates were recrystallized to untwinned albite. 
Antiperthite wa.s noted, and partial replac;eme.t'lt by microcline is 
common where skeletal plagioclase crystals are surrou,nded by 
microcline. Saussuritization and/or sericitization is widespread, 
and coarse grained sericite and clays have developed in the more 
calcic cores of the normally zoned crystals. 
Two generations of quartz are present in the younger felsic 
rocks. Older grains are larger and show undulatory extinction, 
whereas younger grains are small and embay and replace other 
minerals. Quartz occurs as anheclral strained crystals in less 
de'.formed samples, and ii; granulated and recrystallized in train-
like aggregates in intensely deformed samples. 
Biotite occurs as anhedral ragged flakes with muscovite, 
chlorite, epidote, and magnetite in small isolateq clot-like aggre -
gates. Biotite ranges from deep reddish brown to deep gree11, the 
most noted pleoc;:hroic formulas being: X = yell0wish green, 
Ya:: Z = dark green, and X = yellow, Y~ Z ;::i brown. · Much of the 
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biotite has altered to green chlorite which. may include sm.aJl lenses 
of dark granular sphene. 
Strongly pleochroic epidote may be observed rimming magne-
tite. , Rare c;lin.0z0isite is a product of the breakdown of plagioclase. 
Minor accessory m inerals include small sq.bhedral to euheqral 
~patite, zircon, magnetite, hematite, and yelh>wish brewn to deeply 
pleochr0ic reddish brown all~nite. Allanite is commonly rimmed by 
epidote. 
QUATERNARY . DEl?OSITS 
General Statement 
Quaternary deposits in the area consist predominantly of 
alluvial and colluvial mixtures in stream drainages. Small talus 
elope deposits i~ the western part of the study area have been. in-
cluded with the colluvium map unit. 
Alluvium 
Alluvial clays, sands~ gravels, and cobble and/or boulder$ 
occupy most E?tream valleys. Areas of moderate to low relief 
c<;>i;nmonly have peat rich bog deposits associated. with alh1viu.m 
and th~se have been included with the alluvium map unit. 
STRUCTURE 
General Features 
The Medicine Bow Mountaif.l.s have been subjected to several 
major episodes of deformation (Houston and others, 1968, p. 101 ), 
and at least three periods of unrelated de£or:r;naticm have been sug-
gested for the area north of the stl;ldy area (Mc Callum, 19 64, 
p. 143). 
Geologic mapping by the author and results of geologic map-
ping by· McCallum (per. commq.n., 1977) of the eastern part of the 
Mullen Creek mafi<; complex a.pd adjacent areas suggest that the 
mafic c9mplex has been subjected to at least two major folding 
episodes along with multiple episodes of faulting and shearing. 
The i:;tructural history 0£ the area has in large part been e stab-
lishe d on the basis of primary features found within the layered 
mafic sequence (e.g. , rhythmic layering, igneous lamination, 
traceable lithologi c units and c ompositional trends). 
Primary Structure s within the Layered 
Mafic Sequence 
· Nume.rous structural features associated with the developme'nt 
of a layered mafic s equence were observed in the study area and 
they appear to be similar to those desc:ribed by Hess (1960), Wager 
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and Brown (1968), and Mors e (19€>7). Those features · include: igneous 
lamination, :r;hythmic layering, cross-bedding, and a s ingle scour 
channel. . Mechanisms that account for the development of these fea-
tures are believed to have been operative during crystallization of the 
layered mafic sequence and are discussed in more detail under pet ro-
genesis. Identification of these features in the study area and espe -
cially in the previously unmapped we stern. p_ortion of the mafic com-
plex has led to better docur;nentation of the complex as a metamorphosed 
layered mafic intrusion as first suggested by,.McC<;tllum (w:dtten comn:iun., 
1970) and Ra,mirez (1971, pp . 130-131). 
Igneous lamination, the arrangement of platy minerals in a paral~ 
l eL manner, was observed at a number of localities thr0\.lghout the mafic 
complex. Because of pervasive high grade metam~rphism, this feature 
is preserved only in the arrangement of lath-like plagioclase crystq.ls. 
Localities where igneous lamination is best observed are in rhythmi-
cally layered a,northositic gabbros and anorthosites in the vicinity of 
Jays Rqost, in s e c. 7, Tl4N, R80W, and in comparable units in the 
western portion of the area principally in sec. 35, T14N, R8l W 
(Fig. 14). The weak to strong l amination of these rocks i s best seen 
microscopically. An area where igneous lamination is well developed 
in rocks that .do not display rhythmic layering is in the Si of sec, 25. 
At this locality, strongly laminated gabbros occi.;t:r; within massive 
gabbros. 
':.'.. 
Fig. 14. Strong rhythm.le layering in metaleueograbbro 
sequence west of the. North Pl<,i.tte River, Sec. 3,5, 
'I'l4N-.. R81 W, qmtimeter scale. 
Fig. 15. Layering in p:ietagabbroic sequence, Sec . 35, 
'l'l4N-;Rl 8W, centimeter scale. 
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Rhythmic layering was observed at a number of localitie$ and 
appe<;i.rs to be best preserved in the vicinity of Jays Roost and in 
sec. 35 west of the· Platte River. Figures 14 and 15 show examples 
of rhythmic layering that reflect well developed stratification . and 
distinct banding. Layering is defined by alt~rnating concentrations 
of leucocratic and melanocratic rock, and these layers rarely 
exceed 10 centimeters in thickness. Larger· scale rhythmic laye11-
ing may be present; however, the poorly exposed nature of most 
mafic complex units permits examination of layering in only small, 
isolated outcrops and in float blocks. AHhe>ugh similar layering :m.ay 
occur (or may have occurred) in pyroxene and olivine-rich rocks, 
poor exposure, lack of color contrast, and obliteration of much of 
th~ primary mineral assemblage by metamorphism precludes the 
easy identification of all but leucocratic layers. The lateral extent 
of individual l ayers or lenses in strongly rhythmically layered rocks 
is unknown. As seen in Figures 16 and 17, .layering in the Jays 
:· ;Roost area appears to be dis continuous (~. e., inoividual layers 
commonly pinch, swell, and bifurcate). The lenticular layering 
an,d thinning of layers along strike may·be a consequence of current 
action and reworking of crystals as in sedimentary environments. 
Gravity stratification as des eribed by Hess ( 19 60, p. 127) was 
observed in a number of outcrops, and was distingui$hed by !:!he 
apparent grading upward of pyroxene (now amphibole) into more 
f'i.g. 16. La,yering in rp,e~aleuc;ogabbroic :rocks in the Jays Roost 
area, Sec. 24, Tl4N .. R8QW, ct;;n,Hmeter scale, 
Fig. 1 7. Lf:l;ye ripg i n metal~uc;:ogabbroic sequence in Sec. 24, 
Ti 4N .. R,80W. Note bi,fu;rcation in hornblende -.rich 
layers, centimeter scale. 
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· le~cocratic zones. This feature was seen primarily in the rhythmi-
. cally layered rocks in the western part of the study area. 
Cross-bedding has been observed by Mc;:Callum (per. commun., 
1977) at severai .localities in the mafic complex. The best examples 
of cross -bedding w~re found in the western portion 0f the mafic com-
plex in the west central 1/2 of section 35, Tl4N-R81W and the NE-;} 
of section 25, Tl4N.,.R81 W. The presence of cross-bedding is 
strongly inferred in several outcrops in the Jays Roost area. -·· 
A single scour channel was observed in a la,rge slump blocl;c 
in section 35, Tl4N-R81W, west of the Platte River in an area 
where rhythmically layered rocks are fou.p.d. The scour cha.n,nel 
is thought to represent erosional scour by strong, localized bottom 
currents. 
Foliation in Fels ic Rocks 
· Foliations in felsic intrusive units are exhibited locally in 
the B'orse Creek granodiorite and in younger felsic rocks. Primary 
igneous foliations are present in both felsic units, however, cata-
cl;;i.stic foliations predominant locally and. mask earlier features. 
Primary foliations are developed by the alignment of biotite 
and secondary chlorite and muscovite. Cataclastic foliations are 
characterizeq by segregation and alignment of mineral phases anq 
by small lenses and elongate knots of crushed grains. 
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Because of poor exposure and the massive appearance 0f 
some of the Horse Creek granodio:rite, foiiation d;;tta are limited. 
The low number of data points precludes formulation 0f a 1'.lleaningful 
stru<;:tural analysis of these units. 
Joints 
Joints are present in all rocks in the study area, but they are 
particularly abundant in mafic units. Attitudes were recorded for 73 
representative joint sets. Although as many as nine clearly defined 
joint sets were observed in a single out<::rop, trends of only major 
sets were reco:i:ded as a complete structural analysis of jointing was 
considered beyond the scope of this project. Poles normal to jc;:>int 
surfaces are plotted on a . Lambert azimuthal equal ... area net using 
the standard percent area method (Billings, 19 54, pp. 111 -114) 
(Fig, 18). Although 73 attitudes are i nsufficient for a significant 
strµc;:tural analysis, Figure 18 indicates dominant joint trends . of 
N30~W, . N80<;>W, and N6o0 E, all dipping steeply tC> the east. The 
joint trend of N60 °E closely approximates the stri~e direction for 
mafic dikes and elongate felsic bodies in the ar~a. 
Origin for the joint sets is difficult tc;> as certain considering 
the small number of data points. However, different joint sets 
apparently originated under stresses that may indicate di,.fferences 
in ages and origin between different s e ts. Evidence for this conclu-





0 - 1% 1-3% 3-So/o 
Fig. 18. Pole-plot d iagr am ( c;ontoured at % pe r 1 % area) o f joint attitudes . 
A total of 73 joint attitudes are shown. 
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epidote wherea,.s others are barren, slickenslides· are (.l.bun<;lant on 
certain selected joint sets, and some joint sets displace otherf3. 
Glc;;>sely spaced joint plan.es annealed with epidote are parHcl,1,-
larly abundant in the northern part of the area. These show a sHght 
raised reli~f on outcrop $Urfaces and are cemmonly mistaken for 
layering which is very simila11 in appearance. 
Shear· Zones 
.Although shear zones structurally dominate the · central portion 
of th~· Medicine Bow ·Mounta,ins ap.d variable degrees of cataclasis are . 
reflected in nearly all rocks of the area, only a few shear z$nes were 
of sufficient size to map as discrete structures. 
Tl?-e shear zones generally consist of thin mylonitized l ayers 
that grade outward into rocks that megascopica,.lly show no appreci-
able deformatiop.. Several of the mapped shear z0,nes are lensaHc, 
forming discrete p0ds and lenses of sheared rock with n.o apparent 
displacement. Much of the shearing has apparently taken place along 
zones of defol.'maHon that form anastomosing shears that are pre-
dominantly in the millimeter to centimeter thickness range. 
The predominant tr.end of shears in the study a,.rea is northeast 
and east, sub-paralleling the Mullen Creek-Nash Fork shear zone. 
These shear zones are thought to be subsidiary to the shear· zones to 
the north and all are believed to have formed during the major defo:r.., 
mational event that generated the Mullen C11eek-Nash Fol'k shear· zone. 
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McCallum (1964, p. 144) indicates that the major shear zones 
north of the study area are beli'eved to have developed during an 
early stage of kinetic metamorphism that accompanied and followed 
:regional metamorphism. However, as noted by· McCallum (1974, 
p . 473), the cataclastic history of the region a,,ppears to be qµite 
complex and tectonites of the. Mullen Creek-Nash Fork shear zone 
are products of multiple deformation events that range from high 
grade amphibolite serie s to low grade greenschist ·facies, to late 
stage brittle shears that produced fault gouge. 
Faults 
· Numerous faults were observed in the stu~y area but these 
undoubtedly r epresent only a small number of those actually pre-
sent. Only those faults that could be Eeadily determined and 
traced are included on the geologic map (Plate 2) 
· Field criteria used to determine faults are: 
(1) The pre sepce of bre<;:ciated and/or granulated rocks, 
especially in a preferred topographic alignment. 
(2) Displacement of dikes, and 
(3) Occurrence of fault annealing minerals: massive 
qua;rtz1 intensely epidotized rock, calcite and opaline chalcedony. 
· Many faults are exposed in prospect pits which greatly 
facilitate defining fault traces, The straight courses of most fault 
trace's suggest that high angle r e lationships pr e vail. In most cases, 
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magnitude and direction of displacement cou,ld not be determined. 
It was recognized, how ever, that two periods of faulting are expressed 
in the area by: (I) an early east-northeast trending set, and (2) later . 
northwest trending faults that locally cross ~cut the .northeast trending 
set (Plate 2). 
In many faults 1 annealing· minerals are brecciated, suggei;ting 
:reactivation. along a pre-exj.sting fault zone. 
Structure 0£ the Mullen Creek 
\ Mafi c Complex 
Structu.ra1 data on primary rhythmic layering, igneous lamina-. 
tion, and a zone of predominantly metaleu~ogabbro that is tent~tively 
traced from east to west, along with general compoi;itional trends 
-
indicate that the Mullen Creek mafi<: comple~ and surrounding rocks 
have undergqp.e at least two major episodes of folcU,ng. , The rnafic 
complex has been folded anticlinally about a slightly overturned axis 
plunging steeply to the northwest .(Donnelly and McCallurn, 1977) 
(Plate I). Refolding is reflected by a shallow, westerly plunging, 
13 ynanticlinal fold along the east margin of the mafic ·complex (Plate I). 
This later .episode of folding is well expressed in the Horse Creek 
:graJ;loqiorite and adjacent quartz -biotite ... andesine gne isi; northwe$t 
of the Keystone quartz diorite piuton (Houston and others, '1968, 
p. 125, Plates 1 and 4) (Plate I). The extension of this fold to the 
lOS 
west is inferred by shallow dipping layertng in the central pprtion 
of the mafic complex. 
The overturned nature of the eastern limb of the anticline is 
reflected by cornpositional trends within the mafic sequen<;:e. Plate 1 
shows a schematic geologic map of the mafic complex showing division 
of the mafic rocks into three zones. · Zones I and ill are predominantly 
meta gab bro with simil;;ir modal mineralogy, whereas zone II is pre -
domi,nantly metaleucogabbro. Whole ro9k geochemistry on samples 
from each zone indicate that the bu~k content o.( Na, Ti, V, Zr,. P, 
and the Fe/Mg ratio increases and. Ni decreases from zone Ito 
zone ill (Figs. 20 and 21). A more complete i::hemical descriptic;>n 
is given in a later section. These trends, if consistent with those of 
other more thoroughly stµdieq lc;i.yered mafic intrusions (Wager et al., 
1967, p. 153-183; Allc;i.rd; 1970,. p. 491),indicated that zone III is 
the top of the layered sequence. Attitudes on layered units indicate 
that the eastern limb must be overturned. 
Geologic mq.pping by M cCallum (per. c:ommQ.n., 1977) in the 
Albany 7i minute quadrangle has verified that the Horse Creek 
granodiorite is sill-like and is fo~ded into a shallow, westerly 
plunging synanticline which extends westward into the mafic com-
plex (Plate 1). Primary foliations recordec:l by· McCGLHum along the 
western border of the granodiorite sill infer that the sill plunges 
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Enstatite Ferrosll i te 
Fig. 19. Electron m icroprobe analyses of calcium- rich and calcium-poor pyr oxene.s . Solid lines show 
crystallizati on trend for pyroxenes from the Skaergaard Intrusion (Wager and Brown, 1968, 
p . 39). Dashed line r eflects crystallization trend for clinopyroxenes in common mafic 
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ZONES 
Fig. 20. Plots of weight percent. P 2 o5, Na2 0, Ti o2, and the i ron to magne sium ratio vs. zon es outlined in Prate 1. Points 
reflect the mean of 7 samples from zone I, 11 from zone II , 
anc;l 5 from zon e III. 
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Fig. 21. Plots of V, Ni, and Zr vs. zones outlined in Plate 1. Points 
refle ct mean of 7 analyzed samples from zone I, 11 from zone 
II and 5 from zone III. 
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,, expos.IJ..r; ea~png the Horse Creek granodiorite-mafic;; ~omplex, cantact 
precludes a definitive structural interpretation; however, . sparse 
foUation data recorded by the· author support .McCallurnl s structural 
interpretation. The extension of the synanticlinal fold into the cc;mtral 
part of the complex is reflected by rare attitudes on layering (Plate 2). 
Refolding of the central and eastern portioµ of the mafic complex 
explains in part the apparent excessive thickness of the mafic rock 
succession exposed in the Mullen Creek mafic complex. 
The docu,mentation of two major episodes of folding in the 
· Mulle.t;l Creek complex and evidence for an earlier deformational 
event that resulted in northeast trending structures in bordering 
gneis sic units supports the thesis that rocks south of the Mullen 
Creek-Nash Fork shear zone have been subjected to at least three 
episodes of .folding (Hol,lston and others, 1968, p. 123 ). 
PETROGENESIS 
Int:roductory· Statement · 
Complex cross-cutting relationships between mafic~d felsic 
rocks in the· Mullen Creek mafic complex indicate multiple intrusions 
of ma.fie and felsic magma. Detailed field mapping. in the · study-area 
togefher with geologic mapping of the Keystone·. Quadrangle by 
. McCaUum (pe~. com.ml,lll., l 977) and: Ramirez (1971) ha$ established 
the e~istence of at least one major mafic intrusive event that p:r;o-
vided a layered mafic sequence that was subsequently intr-q.ded by 
numer0us ma.t:ic and felsic magmas. Although much of the o:r;iginal 
mine:i;alogy o~ the mafic rocks has been obliterated by regional 
amphib.olite facies metamorphism, felsic pl).ases sh.ow only· the 
effects of late kinetic metamorphism. 
Origin of the La ye r e~t Sequence 
· Mineralogi~ Evidence of Fractionation 
a.1,1d Parent Magma Type 
The lack of chilled border rocks has pr~cluded the availability 
·of chemical analyses on phases that clo·sely approximate the· parent 
rnagma. of the layered sequence. However, . the presence of spa:rse 
olivine· and re.lict calcium-poor and c;:alcium .. rich. pyroxenes suggest 
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that the parent magma was a 'basaltic m~gma with· th0leiitic rathe r 
than· alkalic· affinities, 
The rare occurrences of relict ortb.opyroxenes and .olivine 
prevented a systematic evaluati0n of these minerals th\t'<:>ugh0ut ;;lo 
given . zone or unit. Analyses were obtaine.d .for mine:ral phases 
collected £r0m scattered locations over the study a;rea .and .they 
therefore · cannot be us e d to infer· crystallizati0n paths 0f pyroxenes 
with regard to "stratigraphic" position within the· laye r e d sElquence .. 
.Analytical results are give n in Tables 2 . and 3· in the .A.ppendi~. 
Clinopyrexenes i,n analyzed samples arE) conside;red to represent 
inte;rcurnulate phases whereas orth.ypyroxenes are interpreted as 
cumulate phases. Thus, the pyroxene pairs do not define an equi,.. 
lil:~rium assemblc;1.ge. Tie lines have been inclq.ded in Figure· 19 0nly . 
to ·illustrate the progressive iron E)nrichment of the pyrexene pairs. 
Figure 19 illustrates the calcium-deficient nature of ferriferou,s 
· orthopyroxene. The low calcium content and apparent lack of exso ... 
. 1ution la:rp,.ellae in . orthopyroxenes sµggest that the ferriferous o:rtho-
. pyroxenes first crystallized as hypersthene ra,ther than pigeonite. 
Although ro~ks from ma,ny· layered mafic intrusions show an inversion 
of hypersthene t o pigeonite at .approximately Ep
70 
(Wager· and Brown, 
19Q7, p. 39), orthopy~oxenes in the study area d~ not suggest the 
presence of inverted pigeonite. Wager and Brown (1967, p. 436) note 
that orthopyroxenes in the Kaerven Int;rusi on in East Greenland exi st 
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as primaryhypersthene as· ferriferous as EnS4:' whereas in the Skaer'-" 
gaq.rd, Bushveld, ·and Stillwater intrusions, pigeonite is the · cal<:;ium-
. poor phase at compositions more ferriferous than; En
70
• Wager· and 
Brown (1967, p. 444) also ti.ote that in the Insch Intrusion, Aberdeen-





mary enstatite. Ferriferous orthopyroxenes within the range· En.55 ~ 
· En32 . have apparently inverted from pigeonite and ferropigeonite . 
According t0 Wager · and Brown (1967, p. 436), the persistence of 
ferriferous hypersthene crystallizing as the primary phase in the 
Kaerven and Ins ch intrusions ·may result from slightly higher ·water 
content that would d epress the pyroxene c:pystallization temperature 
in relation to the · subsolidus inversion ternperatures (Bowen-and 
Schairer, 1935 ), and thus extend the field of hypersthene crystal-
lization. A similar mechanism may be responsible. for the pe:rsis-
tence of ferriferous hypersthene in the study· area. 
The least alte r e d major· mineral compone nt, plagioclas e , is 
perhaps the best indicator of the primary composition and changes 
· in composition in the maHc rock sequence. Ramirez (1971, p. 109.) 
suggests that the anorthite c0ntent in plagioclase incre ases from west · 
to east in the northe rn portion of the mafic complex . No such· associ-
ation was obse:i;-ve d by the author~ but syste matic evaluations of plagio .. 
· clase compqsUions acres$ well-define d sequence s of layers w e r e 
beyond the :;.cope of this project. The irregular c o:mpositiqns of 
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samples collected in the study area, even where· in close spa.tial . 
association, suggest that a closely space<l sampling density must be 
employed for fu,ture studies. 
As previously indicated, zoning in plagioclase is normal1 
reverse, and. oscillatory, although normal zoning : is most ,common. 
Ferguson and Wright (1970) describe reversed zoning in plagioclase 
from samples in the Bushveld intrusion. l'heir interpretation of 
thi$ feature is consistent with that of Wager and Brow.o. (19€?7, 
p. 387) who regard reversed zoning· as follows: 
(1) (increased) "• •• pressures e~e rte~ in the .locally-confined. 
pore ·spaces may result in the pore liquidc:r.ystallizing·a 
relatively calcic .plagioclase, " and 
(2) "An increase in the partial pressure of water in the melt, . 
resulting in reaction of the outer· zone of the plagioc;:lase 
-crystal with liqu,id, producing· a more · calcic rim." 
As demonstrated by Yoder et al. (1957), an increase in· :PH 0 o.q. 2 
the anorthite-albite system will lower the liquidus and solidu,~, 
resulting in a more calcic plagioclase crystallizing. 
Os cilla,.tory zoning may also reflect variation in the parti~l 
pressµre of water in the melt, but in this situation1 the changes 
-are repeated or-cyclic. 
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Genesis of Cumulate and Ophitic· Texture 
Cumulate textures were identified in a number-of thin· sections 
and. Ramirez (1971, p. 111) suggests the presence of cumulate tex~ 
tures north· of the study· area. Recognition pf cumulate phases .is 
dif.(icu.lt and evidence is in part indirect • . Distihction of this texture 
can generally be drawn with consideration of text\,lral relati0nships · 
(i.e., crystal zonation and grain boundary relationships) combined 
with field. observations of layering and primary depositional features 
(i • . e., rhyth.mic layering and igneous lamination). 
C\,lmulate texture is regarded as the result of gravity settling 
and_ subsequent growth of crystal nuclei on the .0.0or of the magma 
chamber. The processes of deposition1 accumulation, ahd growth 
. of slowly crystallizing minerals from a r.n~lt, and evaluation of 
cumulate nomenelature have been dis CUS Sed by many WOrkerS (e;. g. I ·· 
Wager, . 1960, pp. 73 .. 85; Wager, 1963; and Jackson, . 1967, .J?P• 21-
24). The terminology proposed by Wager et al. (1960) are us~d in 
this ;report, 
Cumulate mineral phases identified in the Mullen Creek J:nq.fic 
complex include plagioclase, olivine, and orthopyroxe~e. Although 
pyroxene and olivine a;re preserved as rare relict grains,, plagio-
. cla$.e has survived with little modificatiop and provides the best 
evidence .for a cumulate origin. Those rocks that best dis~lay 
cumul;l.te fabric lie within leucocratic zones (Plates 1 and 2). Within 
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these zones~ plagioclase appears to be· the primary cumulate ·. phase. 
Type of plagioclase . cumQ.late growth varies qramatically from sample 
to sample in these zones~ Cumulate · crystals show strong, predomi,. 
nanHy normal zoning, suggesting enlargement 0£ grains by trapped 
pore liquid. Products. of this process are referred to· as ortho-
cumulates. Locally, however, the near absence of zoning· suggests 
adcumulate growth, which results in plagioclase· mesocumq.lates. 
The predominance of orthocumulates suggests fast bottom accumula -
tion during forrnati<;m of the l eucocratic z0nes1 accompanied by 
intermittent(?) slow ac;;cumulq.tion which allowed time for the develop-
ment of mesocumulates (Wager et al., 1963, . p. 79). 
Evidence· such as igneous lamination, plagi<;!>clase ·in rhythmi-
ct;i.lly layered units, and relict cumulate tex1;Q.res indicates that plagi0-
c;:lase acted as a cumulate phase and suggests tha:t the plag.i,ocla,e e 
ph'enocrysts had a specific gravity greater than that of the surround .. 
ing liquid during settUng. A calculation of the · compos itions and den-
· sities of the suc;:cessive liquids during crystallization. indicates that 
plagioclase will tend to float in a "dry" magma. hut will float only if .,......___ -
the magm~ has a high water content (Bottinga and Weill, 19 70, p. 180). 
Bottinga and. Weill (1970), emphasize that variation of density 0f the 
·liquid with composition is quite significant. Thus, compositional 
variation and water content play a critical role in those · systemi;; where 
pla.gioclase settling can be demonstrated. 
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· Mafic reeks that -do not indicate · a cumulate 0rigin· mest comm(,!)nly 
have a sub ~ephitic to ophitic fabric. Development of ophitic texture· has 
· long been a .subject of inte rest to· petrologists and. several unsatisfactery 
explanations have been given by va11ious workers (e.g., Hess,. 1960, 
p. 114; ·Walker, 1969, p. 157; Wager, 1961). Carmichael, et al. 
(1974, p. 24, p. 167 -168 ), in a review of ophitic texture, . sugge sts 
that the develepment of this fabric is a censequence 0f the differences 
in melting entropies of diopside and anorthite. The nucleation· and 
growth rates of the species are pr0portional and inversely pr0porti0.nal 
respectively to the ep.tr0py 0f melting. Thus,. a mafic magma with.a 
·slew er· intermediate cooling rate would generate mere feldspar 
nuclei bQ.t faster growing olivine or pyroxene would enclose or par-
tially enclose the slower growing plagioclase. Magnetite · and ilmenite 
have been .observed enclosing plagioclase in i;ome thin E? e c tions 
(Fig. 9), and they are similar to their pyroxene counte;rparts with 
regard to their greater entropy effusion (Carmichael, et al., 1974). 
Genesis · of Structures Within 
the· Layered. Sequence 
Various gravitational features have been observed in the mafic 
cemplex rocks and evidence of reworking of s ettled crystals· is 
moderately abQ.ndant. 
The development of igneous laminati on, rhythmic laye ring, 
cross-bedding, . and at l east ene scour · channel are attributed to motien 
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in the magma during· crystallization. It is reasonable to ,assume that 
motion induced by c0nvection was operative during. at least part of the 
crystallizati0n history. This has been inferred by Bartlett (1969) 
based. on theoretical considerations and by the . intuitive reas0ning 
. of Jackson (1961, p. 96). 
· Bartlett (!969) has shown that conditions necessary .for · convec-
tion are obeyed by igneous intrusions greater than.15 meters in 
8 ·thickne ss with· viscosities up to 10 poise. · Basalt viscosities · are 
shown by Shaw (1972) to be on the order Of 102 to io3 poise. The 
presence of adcumulus growth of plagioclase in the metaleucocratic 
and anorthositic rock s is furthe r evidence of motion, . as adcumulate 
growth requires renewal of magma near the floor by flow, otherwise 
diffusion distances b e come impossibly large (Mori:ie, 1969, p. 67). 
A review.of th e various propos e d mechc;tnisms for -the d e ve lop-
ment of rhythmic layering indicates that most w orkers favor -convec-
tional motion in the magma with accompanying gravitational differ-
entiation. 
Hess (1960) in a study· of the rhythmic layering in the Stillwate r 
Complex d e monstrated that an upward component of liquid motion is 
the m ost e ffective mechanism for· s eparating different m in e ral phases 
and he concluded that intermittent upward currents near the floor 
w e r e primarily r e spons ible .for the formation of rhythmic layering. 
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Wager (1963) and Wager and Brown (1967) sugge $t that a co,ol-
. ing layer of magma adjacent to the roof and walls intermittently 
descends as a column in a convection cell. The crystal laden 
magma then spreads over the floor of the magma ch;;i.mber ·and 
crystals settle at different rates. Wager (1963) credits the effect 
of superc0oling and the relative nucleation rates of different 
minerals as a contributing factor in the development of rhythmic 
layering. Subsequent work by Goode (1976 ) suggests that small 
scale· layering is produced by repeated bursts of discontinuous 
nucleation followed by differential gravitational settling . of the 
different cumulate mineral phases. 
Effects of currents and differing rate s of c onvecting currents 
are also proposed as an aid to the winnowing of lighter grains and 
to the generation of differing settling rates a$ suggested by 
Wager (1963) , Wager and Brown (1967), and Morse (1969). 
Igneous laminatiqn, often accompanying. layering, was consid-
ered by Grout (1918, p. 453, 456 -457), in his studies· of gabbroic 
rocks 'in the Duluth Complex of Minnesota, to be due to depositi0n 
of tabular minerals from a convecting magma. More recent e~plana­
tions of igneous lamination in mafic rocks are in agreement with 
Grout (Wager and :Srown, 19 67, p. 102; Morse, 1969, p. 67). 
Jackson (1961) in a study of layering in the Ultramafic zone 
of the Stillwater Complex suggests successive units were formed by 
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the bottom accumulation of crystals separating from successive, 
relatively thin layers of magma adjacent to the floor. Loss of heat 
from the floor would permit crystals to form and sink to the floor 
until the latent heat of crystallization had raised the temperature 
locally, to prevent further crystallization. After sinking of sus -
pended crystals, this now hotter magma would have a lower density 
than the overlying magma and a convective overturn would occur. 
This process would then be repeated to form the next ultramafic 
unit. 
Other mechanisms include periodic fluctuation in the water 
vapor pressure (Ferguson and Puldertaft, 1963; Yoder, 1954), and 
abrupt changes in temperature and/or pressure (McDonald, 1967). 
Where macro-rhythmic units show reversals in the chemical 
variation layering, it is believed to be caused by a major influx of 
new magma. Successive injections of parental magma are believed 
to be responsible for the development of macro-rhythmic units in the 
Rhum complex where no overall cryptic layering could be detected 
(Brown, 1956, p. 44-45), and in development of macro-rhythmic 
units in the Bushveld marked by a strong reversal in cryptic variation 
(Wager and Br own, 1 9 6 7, p. 61 9 ) • 
Clearly, one or several of these mechanisms may be operative 
at any given time in the crystallization history of a layered mafic 
complex, and this in part explains the similarities and dissimilarities 
between complexes making each unique. 
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Conditions operative in the Mullen Creelc mafic complex are 
. still uncertain considering that in addition .to the fact th?-t portions 
of the · complex remain unmapped, exposures suitable for examina-
tion of structural .(eatures are uncommon, anc;l primary mineral 
assemblages have been extensively modified by metamorphism. 
Based on the· structures observed, however, it is · apparent that 
currents were active periodically at the depositional surface and 
this motion was probably convectional in origin. · Most of the 
features described have been observe d in a zone of rocks that is 
significantly more l eucocratic than those rocks above and below 
and it is possible that two mechanisms are r e sponsible for the 
formation .of primary structural features in the more leucocratic 
~it. The predominance of current produced structures i n the 
more leucocratic zones is· in agreement with observations on 
similar seqµences that show .comparable features (Emslie, 1975; 
Goode, 1976b). Goode (1976b) suggests that this may reflect the 
increased viscosity during crystallization of rnore anorthositic 
·s e quence s which would increase potential particle mobility and 
l ead to easier redistribution and erosion of settled crystals. The 
restriction of small scale rhythmic layerin,g to more leucocratic 
zones may be due t o repeated bursts of discontinuous nucleation 
with differential gravitational settling of pyroxene relative te 
plagioclase . The prevalent massive unlayer.ed . sequ~nces (i. e ., 
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metagabbro) may be the result of continuous nudeation irrespective 
of differential gravitational settling. Evidence of fresh influxes of 
magma dl,lring the crystallization sequence is uncertain especially 
so considering the limited number of geochemical analyses and 
unknown extent of cryptic variation. 
Differences in habits of small scale layering (i.e., discontin ... 
uou.s lentictilar layers as oppos e d to more even continuous layering) 
and localized erosional and depositional features are thought . to be 
the resqlt of differences in currents. · Lenticular layering in the 
Jays· Roost area suggests the presence of strong localized currents. 
The presence of igneous lamination and more continuous · rhyth,mic 
·layering may indicate broad gentle currents. A · similar classifica-
tion of currents has been suggested by Bess (1960) and Wager (1963). 
Localize d reworking of settled crystals such as scour channels· and 
cross -bedding are considered a result of vigorous, unidirectional 
localized currents of convectional origin (Wager · ancl Brown, 1967; 
Goode, . 197 6b ). 
The mechanism of formation of m e tapyroxenite poqs i:;; -unknown. 
The gradiational contacts of some pods with metagabbroic rocks suggests 
lo~al accuml,llation of mafic phases during crystallization as suggested 
byRamirez (1971,. p. 110} for pods to the north. Other instances of 
pyroxenite pods, described by Morse (1969, pp. 52-55), are thought .to 
represent either foundered blocks of gneissic or sedimentary country 
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rock that have been completely assimilated,. or ·contamination at 
the magma-roof interface resulting in a possible growth 0£ a, .local 
shell of orthopyroxene that eventually foundered. The numerous and 
chaotic distribution of metapyroxenite pods· thrm:i.ghout the complex 
. sugge~ts that pods did not form as the result of foundered blocks 
fr-om the· roof of the intrusion. Although assimilation of fm;indered. 
gneissic blocks cannot be ruled out, there is ne evidence that the 
pods form a disequilibrium assemblage. 
Geochemistry of Layered Mafic :Rocks 
During field investigations, thirty-four rock samples were 
selected f~>r whole rock analysis (McGallum and others·; .: l979). ·_ ,_ 
Of these, twenty-six samples represent the various mafic phases 
and eight analyses of felsic rocks were made. The lack of analyses 
from the central part of the complex is a re.Uection of more intense 
,felsic intrl,lsive hybridization in that area (Plate 2). Because of 
restrictions on the number of analyses that could be run, hybrid 
phases were excluded. Although the analyses from this stuqy and 
those made· available by M. E. · McCallum (McCallum and Mussc,trd, 
l 979a.,), represent an insufficient number qf samples to accurately 
define many trends, there does appear to be a consistent fractiona -
tion trend in bulk chemistry with inferred stratigraphic he ight. Work 
currently in progress (D,E.Mussard, Colorado State University, per. 
commun:. 1 1977; Mussard and McCallum, 1977 ; McCall\,lm and 
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and Mussard, 1979~);>) may reflect additional trends within the · various 
units in the complex a.o.d t;rends between the . Mullen Greek mafic· 
complex and the· Lake Owens · complex. 
A spatial distribution plot of the major oxides was prepared 
and from this initial study there does not apear to be · a consistent 
variation in the oxides with regard to location in the · compl ex. 
Sample compositions show a strong variatio.o. from one another 
even if taken in close proximity. This variation is also reflected · 
in mineralogy and modal composition. As previously .q.oted, com- · 
parison of plagioclase and pyroxene compositions of those samples 
taken close to one another show very diverse compositions •. Since 
the limited number of whole rock analyses do not show any apparent 
trends with relation to position in the complex, samples have been 
treated with respect to position of zones. Plate 1 illustrates the 
position of three zones that have been drawn to reflect field observa-
tions· of principal ar eas · of lithologie s, Zones I and III are predomi-
. nantly metag;;i.bbroic in composition, generally massive in appearanee, 
and contain rare layering. Zone II is primarily metaleucogabbro 
with compositions ra.o.ging from anorthosite to metapyroxenite. This. 
zone is the site· of the most layering and "sedimentary-type" features. 
Plots of the major oxide.s and selected trace elements in respective 
zones were prepared, but because of their erratic distribution of valq.es 
they are not included. in this report. However, average vaiues of 
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selected oxides and trace elements within ea~h zon~ do reflect 
interestipg variations. These variations are illustrated in. Figures 
· 20 and 21. From these-curves. it is evident that from zone -I to III, 
(zone . III being the inferred top of the complex), there is a trend oi 
increasing TiQ
2
, Na2o, P 2o 5, Fe/Mg ratio, V and: Zr· and a decrease 
in Ni between the two principal metagabbroic units. The more leuco-
. cratic unit is deficient in V,. Ni, Ti~z- and Na.
2 
0 and shows· a 'lower 
:fe/Mg ratio. The apparent depressed values in the leucecratiG 
·zone -can be explained by mineral composition and modal qii.neralog_y. 
The apparent decrease in the Fe/Mg ratio in zene II probably reflec;ts 
the decreased amount of iron oxides crystallizing at that stage of 
crystallization. The increase in the Fe/Mg ratio from zone I to III 
is a result: of iron enrichment of the ferromagnes ium minerals w.ith 
fractionation. The decrease in vanadium and titaniuw appears to 
vary sympathetically with the crystallization of titanomagnetite 
which is most abundant in the metagabbroi<; phases (Table 3), The 
symJ;>athetic relationship of vanadium with iron an,d titanium r eflects 
the substitution of vanadium for ferric iron. Sodi1,1m shows a general 
increase between the two metagabbroic zones and this is best explained 
·by enrichment of sodic plagioclase with fractionation. The decreased 
values of sodium in zone II are thought to represent a greater propor-
tion of adcumtilus growth of plagioclase (i.e., enlargement of the 
cumulus crystal by material of the same · composition) in this hrnpo-
. cratic zone, and less medal pyroxene. :Phosphorus shows an enrichment 
. '. 
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during fractionation in all three zones, being the most pronounced 
near the inferred stratigraphic top of the· complex. The appa..rent 
strong enrichment in zone III may be due to the development o.( 
apatite as a cumulus(?) phase in that zone . The tendency for 
phosphorus to become strongly enriched in the late differentiate is 
pronounced in the Skaergaard intrusive (Wager -c:1.nd Brown, 1967., 
p. 1 71, Pl .. X). · Zirconium shows a fairly consistent increase 
from zone I to .z·one III which is consistent with other observatlops 
(Wager and Brown, 1967, p. 195). Zirconium is thought to be held 
predominantly in zircon, which was observed in trace amounts in 
most rocks studied. The apparent steady decrease of nickel is 
thought to repres ent nickel's early removal in olivine, pyroxenes , 
and iron-oxides. The apparent variations in bulk chemistry of the 
rocks are consistent with chemical changes documented in other 
layered ma.fie intrusions (Wager, i960, pp. 364-368, and Wage r 
and Brown, 1967, pp. 150 - 204) , and are thought to :i;eflect frac- · 
tionation during crystallization. 
The apparent e rratic ge oche mical value s within individual 
zones may be explained by the presence of nume rous cyclic units 
that overlap portions of the crystallization sequence which,. on a 
larger scalei de.fine an overall fractionation sequence (i.e., 
nume rous (?) reversals in the cryptic layering). Three e xplana..-
tions may be given for the presence of this cyclic variation; (1) 
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a fresh influx of magma of s:imilar composition, as proposed by 
Brown (1956, pp. 44-45) to account for cryptic variations in the 
Rhum intrusive, (2) a basal layer of magma undergoing crystal-
- lization pe:riodically· joining with· an overlying convection cell that 
supplies a fresh influx of magma to the stagnant basal layer .. . : 
(Jackson, 1961), and (3) changing water vap0r pressures which 
have been shown to raise and lower the· liqui dus and solidus of 
the· various silicate mineral phases. Although there · are insufficient 
geochemical and mineralogical analyses to determine the extent of 
cyclic variation and which explanation may l;>est expla,.in the vari .. 
ati0ns, a limited number of plagioclase grains displaying oscillatol,'y 
. zoning were noted im,plying changing. PH . 0 conditions, Chemical 
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and mineralogic variations within zones I anc;l III may suggest c;::rystc;t.l..,. 
lization from a bas~! layer where there is limited evidence of bottom 
c;:urrents. 
Further evidence of fractionation and the chemical variability 
from each zone may be· seen in the AFM diagr~m in Figure 22, and 
the Ga0-K2. Q ... Na2 0 diagram in Figure 23. Figu~e 22 also includes 
the computed liquid trend of fractionation £or the Skaergaard intru-
·si0n (Wager ai;id Brown, 1967, p. 238 ) and the Stillwater "liquid 
trend" prepared by Hess (1960), p. 166, PL 11-c). Although 
Carmichae l ( 1974, pp. 476-4 79) raises some serious questions con-
. cerning the validity of the Skaergaard trend, it is inch.lded here to 
I: Fe 
Na 20+K20 M CJ 0 
Fig. 22 . AFM diagram showing distribu tion of mafic rock phases from the Mullen Creek 
mafic compl ex. Data from McCallum and others (1979). Mafic phases repre s e n ted 
by triangles, metagabbro; squares, anorthosites and metaleucogabbro; open circles 
metabasalt, and ; solid circles, m etadiabase , Dashed line is the Stillwater "liquid 
t r end" of Hess (1960). Solid line shows fraction ation tre nd of the Skaergaard pluton 







CaO-K O - Na 2o triangular diagram showing distribution of mafi c rock phases 
from 
2 
the Mullen Creek mafic complex (McCallum and oth ers, 1979). 
Mafic phases represente d by triangle·s, metagab bro; squares, anorthos i te and 






show .·an assumption of how fractionation 0f th0leiitic magm·a at low 
oxygen fugacity is likely to occur. 
It is evident from Figure 22, that the metagabbroic phases 
show ·a partial fractionation trend towards an increasing iron-rich 
end member. The wide scatter of l eucocratic phases, collected 
predominantly in .. zone II (Plate 2), is further evidence that periodic 
fluctuations or· cyclic variq.tions are present. The reason that more 
extreme fractionated mafic phases are not shown may be because the 
· structural top of the intrusive has not been sampled .and investigated 
as thoroughly as underlying phases, or because extremely frac-
tionated mafic phases may not be exposed in the study area. 
, Figure 23 further illu.strates variation· of the alkalies~ There 
appears to be a . general trend of increased FeO-Nai 0 ·with f:!;"action-
ation. The erratic K
2 
0 rich point reflects a metadiabase Si ample 
that is partially hybridized. 
These geochemical data, cornbi,ned with mineralogical and 
structural datc;1., suggest the Mullen Creek mafic complex shows bulk 
chemical fractionation trends that indicate fractionation, of a tholeiitic 
magma that was at times undergoing con vectional motion. Variation. 
in bulk chemistry between zones is interpreted as changes in modCl.1 
mineralogy and crystal chemistry during fractionation. Repeated(?) 
cy.elic reversals appear to be present in the mafic sequence suggest-
ing · changing conditions during crystallization, or conceivably, fresh 
influxes of magma during crystallization. 
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Origin of the· Metadiabase 
Intrusions of diabasic rocks into the gabbroic sequence have 
presented many puzzling field relationships. · Metadiabase-metagabbre 
Gontacts · are ill-defined and show evidence that the diabase · was intruded 
into· a hot, plastic gabbroic sequence. This in part explains the irregu-
lar· and sometimes conflicting cutting relationships betwe~n the two 
u,nits. 
;Lin;tl~~d geochemical analyse~ of metadiabase (Appendix, Table· 5) 
show a . strong . clustering of points in the (Na2 0+K2 0) .. Fe 0-MgO :diagram 
presented in Figure 22. Thii;; point cluster is intermediate between the · 
more f;l"actionat~d gabbroic phases, suggesting that the diaba$e is the 
product of a single intrusive episode that showed little fractionat ion, 
if not several intrusion$ of mafic magma of similar composition. 
Additional chemical analyses are needed before a final interpretation 
may be made. 
It is ilJ.teresting to note that the location of the major portion 
of the i:netadiabase is in the vicinity of the inferred NW -trending . 
· anticlinal axis (Plate 1 ). This may suggest that the bulk of the 
diabasic;; int;rusive activity occurred along a .zone- of weakne$s induced 
by folding of the still hot gabbroic sequence. Additional geologic:: map-
ping to the north may give further insight into the origin and intrusive 
nature of the metq.di,abase. 
.. . 
13.1 
Origin of Meta basalt Dikes 
The numerous metabasalt dikes that reflect two generations 
of dike emplacement provide additional evidence for repeated 
·periods of basaltic magma activity in the region .(McCallum, 1964, 
p. 96 ; Houston and others, 1968, p. 44, 84). 
Two generations of plagioclase , normally zoned calcic pheno-
. crysts set in a fine grained groundmass c·ontaining more · sodic plagio-
cla~rn, were noted in numerous samples (Table 9). · Processes that 
can prod1,1ce the observed equilibrium r .elationship between. pheno-
cryst and host liquid may be either filter pressing or flow .. diffe ren-
tiation (Simkin, l 967;· Komar, 1972) • . An· aqditienal mechanism .for 
the observed relationship of phenocryst rich and phen.ocryst poor 
· dikes .may ·be the result of tapping diff~rent l e vels of an underlying 
· magma chamber unde rgoing <;lifferentiation and crystallization 
(Macdonald, 1972). 
The development of c rude glome roporphy:dtic texture, or 
synneusis, was obse rve d i n, thos e dikes exhibi ting two gene rations 
of feldspar. Development of this fab r ic. implie s a drifting toge the r 
and attachment of crystals fr eely suspended in· a fluid medium 
(Val'lce and Gilre ath, 1967; Vance, 1969 ). 
Origin of t:P.e Felsic Rocks 
As noted e arlier in this r eport i n the r e vie w ·of felsi c; units, 
limi t e d fiel<;l and ge ochemical r e lat ionships have made it difficult to 
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distinguish individual phases and even the number and relationships 
between felsic events is questionable. Work currently in progress 
by:· D. · E. Mussard and M.·· E . · McCallum (Colorado State University} 
may provide insight into this problem. 
Modal compositions· of the felsic rocks· in the· study area are 
shown in a triangular diagram in Figure 24 with m,odal analyi?es 
from similar units north of the study area made by Ramirez (1971). 
From the diagram it is evident that the field of composition far 
younger felsics is more granitic in compasition than thCl.t of Horse 
Creek granodiorite. The greater variatic;m in composition in the 
· younger felsics is due partially to the assimilation of mafic rocks 
during emplacement and the sampling of Cl-plitic and/ or pegmatitic 
phases. The wide range of compositions for · younger felsics -may 
· also reflect different ages al;ld phases of emplacement. 
The position and conformable nature of the Horse Greek grano-
diorite · sill (Plate I and II} suggest that this unit m.ay be a late stage 
differentiate of the mafic complex. Preliminary work on major 
and trace e lement ge ochemistry sugge sts· a .similar relationship 
. ( D. ~ •. Mus sard, p e r. commun. , 19 7 7 }, although ac;lditional fi eld 
work and analyses are necessary to make a conclusive interpretation. 
The numerous smalle r granodiorite intrusive s mapped as Horse 
Greek granodiorite (Plate II} are thought to represent satellitic 
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Fig, 24. Triangular diagram displ aying modal compositi on of fel sic rocks in the study 
area and adjacent areas . Solid symbols r epresent fe l sic rocks north o f the 
study area (Ramirez, 1971). Open symbols represent rocks from study area. 
Dashed line e ncloses predominant field of Younger Fe l sic intrus i ves, Solid 






· Because of the wide range pf comp0sitions· and limited e~0sed 
field .relationships, the younger felsic unit may· include different phases 
of felsic reek that represent different ages of emplacement. Nu:i;ner0us 
· small pegrnatitic bodies exposed in the western part c,:>f the · study· area 
resemble the· c0nforrp.able type of pegmatite describ.ed by B'ouston 
(19 61) in the Big Creek area as opposed to the zoned rare-earth 
b earing cr0ss -cutting type also .found in that are~ • . However1 as neted 
by Houston (1961 )l gradations between the· conformable and cress-
. cutting types exist and distinctions between the two. are . sometimes 
.arbitrary·. Although these pegmatitic phases may not be genetically 
~quivalent to the· younger felsic bodies, Houston (1968, p. 81) suggests 
that these phases were introduced at approximately the time of fo;rma-
tion of the younger felsic bodies. 
It is interesting to note that the bulk of the younger· felsic 
intrusions lie· along the inferred NW fold ~is (Plate I and II), as · is 
the case with the metadiabase. · Emplacement along a zone of weak-
ness in the folded mafic seque,nce is suggested. The· relatively 
unmetamorphosed nature of these rocks and slight cataclastic 0ve:r-
print infer a late syn- or post-kinetic tinie of emplacement following 
an earlier kinetic event recorded in the mafic sequence. 
METAMORPHISM 
The complex ,geologic history of the Precambrian rocks· in 
the study area and immediate vicinity carries a connotation of similar 
complex history of metamorphism. All rocks in the stqdy area 
show variable degrees of regional and kinetic metamorphism induced 
by multiple events. 
Gneissic :rocks, which served as hosts for mafi<.: and felsic 
· intrusions have been metamorphosed to the am.:phibolite facies. These 
rocks· are characterized by a typical assemblage of hornblende-
a.1;1desine-quartz-epidote-sphene. Calcareous rocks are modified to 
cakite-diopside-epidote-garnet-quartz assemblages. 'J'he gneissic 
rocks were metamorphosed during an early m etamorphic event pre -
ceding intrusion of the mafic complex. :furthe r south in Colorado, 
similar rocks are intruded by granite 4s old as· I. 700+ m. y. 
(Pete rman and Hedge, 19 68) a;nd within the mafic complex, age 
dates on felsic units of I, 760+ 60 .. (Hills, pers. c omrnun., 1977) set 
a minimum age .for emplacement of the layered gabbroic sequence. 
Mafic rocks in the Mullen Creek mafic complex are predomi-
nantly metamorphosed to amphibolite grade. Within the com,plex;1 
rr,1.afic rocks show variable degrees of metamorphism ;ranging from 
only slightly altered rocks with preserved mine ral t;i.ssemblages ~d 
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textures to orthoamphibolite. There does not appear to be progres- · 
sive metamorphism between the two extrernes, rather, there appears 
to be isolated areas of only slightly metamorphosed mafic rock in 
otherwise am.phibolite facies terrain. l?oldervaart ( 1953) indicates 
that rocks of basaltic composition may fqllow several different trends 
during metamorphism·: diabase -greenschist, diabase-amphibolite, 
and diabase-granulite. Poldervaart (1953) suggests that these differ -
ent trends commonly develop in the same terrain even when rocks 
were of similar composition. Allard (1970, p. 490) not e s that in 
the Dore Lake mafic complex. of Quebec, fresh unmetamo'.rphosed 
mafic rocks grade into their greenschist facies equivalents within 
short distances. Allard (1970) e,xplains the · controls of this select ive 
metamorphism as rock permeability and availaqility· e>f water along 
structural displacements. This may in pa'.rt: explain the variation in 
metamorphic grade in the study area; higher metamorphic grade may 
have occurred in areas subjected to greater stress. This may be 
shown by the absence of cr-ushed ;;ind granulate d crystals in mafic 
rock retaining their prirp.ary mineralogy. Retrogressive g;reen-
schist grade metamorphism, superposed on higher grade metamor-
phic rocks, is shown by the deve lopment of biotite - chl orite - epidote 
assemblages. 'rhis retrograde event is th0\lght to have occurre d 
during a deformational event subsequent: to an earlier regional amphi-
bolite grad,e event, possibly analogous to a later period of kinetic 
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metamorphism at lower am,phibolite-upper greenschist grade · sug-
gested by McGallum (1964, p. 95; 1974, pp. 473-474, 476) Jor rocks 
north of the study area. Age dating PY Hills et al • . (l'968) suggests, a 
regional metamorphic event may have occurred during a rr:iajor 
thermal episode between 1, 600 - 1, 455 m. y. ago. 
Intrusion of younger felsic phases, possibly during the waning 
stc;1.ges of a regional or kinetic event was accompanied by contact 
and metasomatic modifications of the metagabbro host. The develop-
ment of bleached amphiboles, saussuritization,. and seritization is 
especially pronounced in hybrid rocks, i~dic;ating the effects of hydro ... 
thermal solutions and metasomatism. The presence of scapolite in 
metaga.bbro may be interpreted as having formed with introducti,on 
of the felsic phases1 or during an earlier regional thermal event. 
Scapolite is reported to form in a broad range of pressure and tem-
perature conditions during metamorphism coupled with pegmatitic, 
pneutnatolytic, or hydrothermal activity (Shaw, 1960, p. 284). 
MINERALIZ,A TION 
Mine;ralizati0n observed in the study area is restricted to narr0w 
quartz veins with modest amounts of copper and gc:>ld • . Mineralized 
veins occur predominately in northwesterly trending faults and shear 
zones that are subsequently displaced by barren northly trending 
faults. Several mineralized fault$ show multiple periods 0f displace-
ment, indicated by brecciated and granulated vein reek annealed with 
calcite and chalcedony. Vein mineralogy consists of quartz-carb<:,>nate 
(siderite, calcite, and ankerite)-pyrite-arsenopyrite+tourrp.aline (schod). 
+gold. Super gene covellite, malachite, and limonites ~re common. 
· Numerous samples were taken for assay from prospect pits, mine 
dumps, and gos sans. Results of the$e analysei;; (McCalium and others, . 
19 79) are given in Appendix, Table 4. Sample locations are shown on 
Plate 2. 
Anomalous gold values and visible gold 0ccur at the Golden Key 
·Mine and two unnamed prospects in Sec. 30, Tl4N, R79W • 
. The Golden Key mine, which is located in Sec. 101 Tl4N, R79W, 
is a. small gold-bearing pyritic quartz vein in a northwest trending £ault. 
Prospecting along the vein consists of two shallow sha£ts and several 
prospect pits. The quartz vein. contains pyrite, chalcopyrite, 
limanites after carbonates and small amounts of gold. Loucks 
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(1976, p. 163) reports that gold occurs mainly as disseminated 
grains in quartz and as leaves along microfractures. 
· Prospects in Sec. 30, Tl4N, R79W, consist of several shafts 
and prospect pits along at least two different vein systems. One 
shaft, situated northwest of the ·Boat Creek :Road, is a shallow shaft 
intersecting a O. 1-0.15 meter wide vein iri yourige·r felsic 
rocks. The quartz vein contains arsenopyrite, chalcopyrite, limon-
ite, rhombohedral casts of limonite after carbonates, and traces of 
free gold. A shaft immediately adjacent to the road is sunk in meta-
gabbro. Similar vein material was observed, however, no goltj. was 
.found. Immediately north we st of this shaft along the same fault, 
prospect pits have uncove red quartz vein material with chalcopyrite, 
arsenopyrite, limonite after carbon.ates, and trace s of free gold in 
limonite. 
Numerous other prospect pits were examined and sample d 
during this investigation. Howe ve r, all are similar in mine ralogy to 
those described above and all are apparently barren. 
Loucks (1976), in an extensive study of vein mineralization in an 
are.a east and slightly overlapping with the write+' s study area, found 
numerous vein occurrences similar to those described. In nearly all 
cases, Loucks ( 1976) reports that those veins carrying anomalous 
amounts of gold, coppe r, and platinum group elements are intimately 
associated with mafic metaigneous rocks. Although no veins were 
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found to contain anomalous amounts of platinum in the study area, a 
large number of prospects and abandoned mines in the district are 
reported to contain anomalous amounts of these metals (Loucks, 1976; 
McCallum and Orback, 1968; McCallum and others, 1976), . and at 
least one1 the Rambler Mine, has shown platinum production 
(McCallum and others, 1976). Loucks (1976) concludes that mafic 
rocks are the principal source of metals in these hydrothermal deposits 
and that the metals were leached following the buildup of H 20 and C02 
derived from metamorphic pore fluids and fluid inclusions that were 
liberated during regional cataclasis and metamorphism. Hydrothermal 
solutions migrated along shear zones and faul~s and collected in lower 
pressure dilation structures. For a thorough treatment of processes 
cff vein formation and descriptions of mineralized vein occurrences. in 
the district, the reader is referred -to Loucks (1976) and McCallum and 
others (19 7 6). 
Although no magmatic ore deposits associated with the layered 
gabbroic sequence are known in the Mullen Creek mafic complex, 
deposits in similar terrains are known throughout the world. Metals 
associated with these deposits include chromite, platinum, vanadi£erous 
magnetite, copper, and nickel (e.g., Vermaack, 1976; Jackson, 1961, 
1963; and Allard, 1976 ). The intensive tectonic overprint on the 
Mullen Creek mafic complex, coupled with its lack of accessibility 
and poor exposure prevented its layered identity to be realized until 
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first recognized by McCallum in 1969 in early worJ.<. .in the Keystone 
.·quadrangle and finally documented in this :report. These factors 
have h~ndered a systematic search of these metals in the· comJ?lex 
and may make it an attractive target for further exploration. 
GEOLOGIC !HSTORY 
. Reconstruction of the geologic history of t:P.e study area remains 
partly-conjectural due to the limited. areal extent of the area studied. 
It has been demonstrated in this :report that numerous .mafic and 
felsic intrusive episodes have taken place in the Mullen Greek mafic 
\ii.. 
complex as well as multiple metamorphic and deformational events. 
ReconstJ;"uction of Precambrian rock chronology is a.lways difficult 
in complex terrains 1 thus the following is an approximate chrono-
logic o:r;der of events recorded in rocks within the study· area. 
I. Development of the hornblende-andesine-quartz gneiss and 
quartzo£eldspathic gneisses which served as host for later introduc-
tion of mafic and felsic magma • . Origin of the gneisses is pal;'.tly 
speculative1 but they are thought to represent rocks of original 
igneous a.nd sedimentary parentage that now ·show sir;nilar· mineral-
ogic and textural features (Houston et al., 1968, p. 65 ). No age 
dates are available for these rocks, but a. limited nup:1.l;>er of samples 
with rubidium to strontium ratios suitable for study from the south-
western corner of the Me dicine Bow ·Mountains d,id not retain evidence 
of the 2. 4 b. y. event recorded north of the Mulle n Creek-Nash ]fork 
shear· zone in similar rocks (Hills et al., 1968; Hills and Al'm,stroug, 
1974 ). However, the samples did not fit an isocron, and no definitive 
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· a~e dates are avaib.ble for the gneissic units in the southern: Medicine 
· Bow Mountains, 
2. Intrusion of basaltic magma in the· area now occupied by the · 
.. Mullen Creek metaigneous mafic c;omplex. · Nu,:i;n.e!l'ous periods of 
basaltic magma t:implacement have been demonstrated in this study, 
and they have resulted in a varied metagabbroic-metadiabasic-
metabasaltic rock assemblage . Gravitational differentiation of a 
major pulse(s) of mafic activity gave rise .to the main body c;>f layered 
gabbroic rock described. in this report. · .This was followed by numer-
ous basaltic events forming what is now late -stage metaga.bbro, In 
·the east and northeast corner of the complex, .f~lsic· rocks are dated 
·at 1760+ 60 m.y. (Hills1 per. commun., 1975) setting a miniJ;num 
age .for intrusion of the gabbro, 
3. Two episodes of folding are thought to have occurred before 
basaltic dike emplacement and possibly contemporaneous with. or 
preceding intrusion of diabase. Emplace m ent <;>f Horse Creek gran.o-
diorite occurred prior to folding as shown by its folded and refolded 
nature, 
4. Regional m etamorphism following emplace ment of the ma.fie 
bodies generated amphibolite grade metamorphism that characterizes 
most mafic rock in the complex. 
5. Emplacement of younger felsic intrusives, possibly during 
·the waning stages of r egional m e tamorphism, was the last igneous 
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event recorded in the study area. These rocks m9-y· correlate. in 
. age with the approximately l, 700 m. y. old Boulde:c Creek plutcms 
in northern Colorado (M1,1ssard and McCallum, 1977). 
6. Kinetic metamorphism at lower amphibalite-upper green-
. schist grade gave rise to shearing and granulation found in many 
mafic rocks, in the Horse Creek granodiorite, and locally in yeunger 
felsic intrusions. Shear zones north o~ the · study· area were appar-
ently activated and reactivated during this time (McCal~um, 1974). 
HUls et al. (1968) notes one or more periods of metamorphism in 
the Medicine Bow Mountains between 1, 600· and l, 455.:t_ 40 m. y. 
ago that may coincide with this period of metamorphism. 
7. · Reactivation of faulting along }?re -existing shear · zones 
and faults appears to have taken place duripg the Laramide orogeny 
accompanied by localized vein rnineralizatio.q.. 
8. Tertiary sedimentation, deformation, and erosion, docu.-
mentecl northeast of the study area by Knight ( 1953) and. McCallum 
(1964, p. 126-133, 1968), was active during this period even though 
no Te;rtiary sediments are preserved in the study area. 
9. Erosion apparently dominated much if not all of Quaternary 
time in the area. 
CONCLUSIONS 
Geologic mapping by this writer and others in the Mullen 
Creek mafic complex has distinguished five mafic phases and three · 
felsic phases in the study area. Inadequate exposq.re has· limited 
observable relationships between the units and hindered the · re con-
. struction of the chronologic order of some events. However, it ·n0w 
appears that the main body of the complex represents a folded and 
nietaniorphosed gabbroic ma.ss that underwent gravita.tional differ-
entiation, from a tholeiitic basaltic magma. Structural and textur.~~ 
feq.tures · suggest convection was operative dui;ing at least part of 
the· cooling history. Limited geochemical data suggests cryptic 
variation is present in this stratified sequence and .local reversals 
and cyclic fluctuations are present. Comparison .of the b-q.lk chemis-
try between. zones indicates there is increasin~ phosphorus, s0qium1 
titanium, zirconium, iron to magnesium ratio, and decreasing n.ickel 
in the bulk chemistry of similar units with increasing: stratigra:phic 
he~ght. Subsequent basaltic activity gave rise to diabase, a late 
stage gabbro1 . and two episodes. of basalt dikes, . one of which. post 
datei:> emplacement of the Horse Creek granodiorite. The .conform-
able ~ature of the granodiorite suggests it may represent ·a final 
felsiC differentiate of the strat~fied gabbroic sequence. 
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Two episodes of folding occurred early in the history of the 
· comple~. · Fold patterns are thought to have struct~rally influenced 
emplacement. of younger felsic intrusives. Partial mapping· of the 
· complex suggests that it is folded apticlinally with a slightly over-
turned axis plunging steeply to the northwest. Refolding-of the· com-
plex resulted in. a . shallow, westerly plunging· synantic;linal fold 
expressed afong the east margin of the -cor:p.plex and is infe;rred to 
the western portion of the complex, explaining. the-appa;rent great 
thickness of the stratified sequence. 
Regional metamo;rphism at amphibolite ~:rade hai;; effected. the 
entire mafic complex although isolated segments remain relatively 
unchanged. Younger felsic intrusive phases may hqve been emplaced 
dur~ng the waning stages of this metamorphic .event. · Extensive 
hybridization of host metagabbro accompanied you.nger felsic ir;i,tru-
~ive activity with development of rocks with a metadiorite composition. 
A late kinetic metamorphic event at lower amphibolite-upp~r green -
. schist gtade produced both tectonites and localized retrograde nieta-
morpbism at greensc;:hist grade. 
Ooid mineralization, the only mineralization found in the study 
area, occurs in nar;row quartz-car bonate veins occupying northwest 
trending faults. Gold and sulfide mineralization is thought to be a 
result of liberation of H2 0, C02, and the various metals during 
regional oataclai;>is and metamorphism. Brecciated faqlts and vein 
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material and off~et of earlier· faults by .northeast trending f~ults 
attest to r.eac;:tivation and displacement during the· Laramide or0~en,y. 
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,APPEND+x 
Table 1. Microprobe analyses of olivines. Number in parenthesis following sample number 
refers to number of grains probed in sample. Samples marked with asterisk are 
included in this report for compaTative purposes only. 
Sample 22 -91(5) 22-155(4) 22-160( 3) 22-403(2) ~·22 -470(4) ·~22 -475(2) number 
Si02 39.76 39.61 38. 7l 38.92 39.84 40.63 
Ti02 
Al 0 2 3 -- -- 0.01 -- 0. 10 0.12 
FeO 22.49 22.44 29.56 19. 53 24.48 18.82 
MgO 40.25 39 . 47 34. 10 43.26 38. 64 45. 64 
Cao 
Cr2o 3 -0. 02 -- 0.03 -- 0.01 
MnO 0 .• 41 -- .0 . 29 0.09 0. 31 o. 21 
Total 102. 9 3 101.52 102.70 101 . 80 103 . 18 105.42 I-' U1. 
-.J 
Atomic ProEorations for 6 Ox::i:gen Atoms 
Si l.002 1. 011 1. 010 0 . 98 1 1.008 0. 982 
Ti 
Al -- - - -- -- 0.-0·03 0.004 
Fe 0.474 0.479 0.6-45 o. 411 o. 5-14 0 . 381 
Mg 1. 512 L 501 1. 326 1. 625 1. 45g 1. 645 
Ca 
Cr -·- -- 0.001 -- 0.00-1 
Mn 0. D09 -- 0.006 0 .-0'20 0 .-0·07 0.004 
Atomic Percenta~ 
Fe 76.1-4 75.80 67 . 40 79. 72 73. 90 80. 95 
Mg 23.86 24.20 32.60 :Z0.28 26.l 19.05 
Table 2 . Microprobe analyses of orthopyroxenes. Number in parenthesis following sample number refers to number of 
grains p r obed in sample. 
Sample 22 -91(2) 22-92(2) 22 -1 55(1) 22 -160(2) 22 -403( l ) 22 -470(2) 22 -47 1(3) 22 -475(3) number 
Si02 52.15 53.36 53. 96 50 . 95 54 . 46 53.26 51 .97 54.58 
A l2 0 3 1. 58 1. 72 1. 58 1. 94 1. 23 1. 53 1. 11 2 . 32 
MgO 25 . 81 25. 68 28 . 48 24 . 09 31.60 26.48 21. 71 30 . 84 
Cao 0.94 1. 21 1. 25 1. 0 1 o. 11 1. 25 0 . 85 0 . 80 
Na20 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 .00 0.00 0.21 
FeO 17. 36 19 .09 13. 65 20.30 12.51 13.81 24.65 11. 33 
Ti02 0.32 0 . 40 0.54 0.23 0.21 0. 36 0.42 0 . 05 
K 20 0.08 0 . 00 0.08 0.04 0.00 0.09 0.00 0.00 
MnO 0.44 o. 30 0 . 34 0 . 22 0 . 32 0 . 37 0 . 7 1 0 . 26 I-' U"1 
00 
Total 98.68 101.76 99 . 89 98. 78 100 . 45 97 . 15 101 . 42 100.39 
Atomic Pro12ortion s for 6 Oxygen Atoms 
Si 1. 932 1 .927 1 . 938 1.9 12 1.929 1. 963 1 . 936 1 . 925 
Al 0 . 069 0 . 073 0.067 0.085 o. 051 0.067 0 . 049 0 . 097 
Mg 1. 425 1. 383 1 .525 1. 348 1. 669 1. 455 1 . 206 1. 622 
Ca 0. 037 0 .046 0 . 048 0.041 0.004 0 . 049 0.034 o. 030 
Na 0.000 0 . 000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0 . 000 0.000 0 . 014 
Fe 0.537 0 .576 0.410 0. 638 o. 371 0. 438 0 . 768 0 . 337 
T i 0.009 0 .011 0.01 5 0.006 0.006 0 . 0 10 0.012 0.001 
K 0.003 0 .000 0.004 0. 002 0.000 0.004 0 . 000 0 . 000 
Mn 0.014 0.009 0.010 0.007 0.010 0.012 0 .022 0 . 008 
Atomic Percentage 
Ca 1. 84 2 . 31 2. 71 2.02 0.20 2.51 1. 67 0.25 
Mg 70 . 75 68.63 7 5 . 4-0 66.04 81 .40 74.46 59.4-I 82. 16 
Fe 27.41 29 . 06 21. 88 31. 94 1-S. 40 23.03 38 .. 92 17 . 59 
Table 3. Microprobe analyses of clinopyroxenes. Number in parenthesis following sample number 
refe rs to number of grains probed in sample. 
Sample 22-91(2) 22-92(2) 22 -155(2) 22-160(1) 22 -470(2) 22 -471(3) numbe r 




1. 21 2. 75 3.21 2. 17 IL 10 2.41 
MgO 14. 63 15.23 15.60 14. 73 15. 70 14. 47 
Cao 22.00 22.06 20.12 20 . 96 21. 96 21. 58 
Na2o 0. 51 0.43 0.40 0.25 2 . 00 0.25 
FeO 5.74 7. 19 6.56 7.84 5 . 63 10. 10 
Ti02 0. 36 0.55 0 . 56 0.44 1. 49 
0.62 
K 20 0.11 0.00 0.08 0.09 0.33 0.00 ..... 
MnO 0.11 0.27 0.19 .0 . 16 0.09 0.34 Ul -.!) 
Total 97 .26 100.41 96. 10 97.20 100.31 100.98 
Atomic ProEortions for 6 Oxygen Atoms 
Si 1. 977 1. 917 1. 898 1. 932 1. 609 1. 905 
· Al 0.050 0.120 o. 145 0.098 0.490 -0. 105 -Mg 0.820 0. 839 0.892 0 . 839 0.877 0 .802 
Ca 0.927 0.872 0.829 0. 858 0 . 846 0 . 860 
Na o. 037 0. 931 0. 030 0.019 0. 109 0 . 017 
Fe 0.181 0.222 o. 211 0.250 0. 177 . 0. 314 
Ti 0. 011 0.015 0.016 0.013 0.042 0.017 
K 0.005 0.000 0.004 0.005 0.016 0.000 
Mn o. 003 o. 008 0 . 006 0.005 0.003 0 . 011 
Atomic Percentage 
Ca 48.02 48.27 42.75 43. 95 44.47 43.28 
Mg 42.48 38.43 46.05 42.98 46.10 40. 36 
Fe 9 . 50 13. 29 11. 19 13. 06 9.46 16 . 36 
Table 4·. Analyses of selected mineralized vein samples and rock samples. All values in_ ppm . Au, Pd, and Pt by fire assay-emission 
spectrography. Co, Cr, Mo, Ni, Pb, Zn, and As by semiquantitative D. C. arc spectroscopy. Analysis techniques and analysts 
(all of the U.S. Geological Sur'7ey) are given in McCallum and othe r s (1979). Abbreviations: ND (. 002) = not detected at d etection 
limit of . 002 ppm . L = detected but below determination limits, and G = greater than the value shown. 
Sample number 
and description Pt Pd Au Ag Co Cr Cu Mo Ni Pb Zn As 
22-lA Vein mate rial . 012 . 008 G(IO) -- 200 10 300 N 100 1000 1000 sooo 
"22-lB Vein material .oos . 012 .80 -- 10 10 300 20 30 L L sooo 
. 22-1 c Vein mate rial N . 003 G(lO) -- 100 N 300 l S 100 so soo sooo 
2Z-1D Vein material .009 . 0 1-4 G(lO) -- 100 10 soo 10 70 · 10 300 2000 
Z2-2A Vein mate rial N(.-004) .008 1.0 -- 200 10 300 N 200 N N L 
2Z-2B Vein· mate ria.l .-OOS .oos G(lO) -- 70 10 1000 N so 100 soo 2000 
22-ZC Vein mate rial .007 .012 s.o -- 30 10 soo 20 so N L sooo 
22-2D Vein material N(.004) N( . 0.02) G(20) -- 100 N 200 N 30 200 soo 3000 
22 -S Metagabbro Nj . 002) .008 -- N so soo so N lSO N N N ...... 
ZZ-66 Metagabbro • 0 11 . ooz -- N 70 300 70 N l SO N N N -0' 
22-7SA Vein material N(.002) . 002 3.0 -- 10 N soo 30 20 N N N 0 
22-75B Vein material N( . 002) . 001 1. 0 -- 10 N 2000 N 20 N N N 
22-77 Metadiabase . 008 .007 -- N 70 200 l SO N 200 L N N 
22-E6B Metagabbro N( . 002) • 001 -- N so 300 1 50 N 100 L N N 
22-91 Metagabbro . 002 . 007 -- N 70 200 70 N 700 L N N 
22-97 Granodiori te -- -- N N 5 L L N 10 20 N N 
22-122 Granodiorite -- -- N N 10 L L N 7 l S N N 
22-137 Me tag a b bro . 030 • 016 . 01 -- 20 1 50 1500 L 70 N N N 
22-150 Metagabbro . 002 . 001 -- N 50 300 70 N 150 N N N 
22-160 Meta leucogabbro N(.002) . 009 .025 -- 100 1 50 1500 10 200 N N N 
22-1-82 G ranodiorite -- -- N N 5 L 10 N 20 .J.5 N N 
22 -185 Metagabbro • 006 .1!06 .002 -- 50 100 zoo N 70 N N N 
22 - 190 Younge.r fels i c -- -- N N 5 L 10 N s 20 N N 
ZZ-199 Metagabbro N(.002) .002 -- N 30 500 30 N 100 L N N 
22 -203 Meta pyroxenite "N( . 002) N( . 001) -- N 70 500 70 N 700 L N N 
22-205 Metapyroxenite N(.002) N(.·001)" . 005 -- 150 700 100 N 1 SOO N N N 
22 -208 Vein materia l N( . 0.02) N( . 001) .7 -- 10 N 70 · N 1 S N N N 
22-212 Metadiabase N(.002) .003 . 002 -- 70 l so 100 N 300 N N N 
22-237 Metagabbro .007 .004 . 009 -- 70 lSO 100. N 300 N N N 
22 -238 Younger felsic -- -- N N 10 L 10 N s 10 N N 
22 -243 Younger felsic -- -- N N s L ·10 N 7 L N N 
Table 4 (Continued). 
Sample number 
and d esc ription 
ZZ-Z4S Met apyr oxenite 
ZZ-ZSlA Metaleucogabbro 
ZZ -ZS l B Metaleucogabbro 
ZZ-ZSS Metagabbro 
ZZ - ZS6 Metapyr oxenite 
ZZ-Z6Z Metagabbro 
ZZ-Z67 Metagabbro 
ZZ-Z70 Met agabbro 
ZZ -Z7 4 Metagabbro 
ZZ - Z79 Metagabbro 
ZZ-Z98 Granodiorite 
ZZ-301 Metapyroxenite 
ZZ-315A Vein materi al 
ZZ-31 5 B Vein mate rial 
ZZ-318 Anorthosite 
ZZ-3Z7 Metagabbro 
ZZ-3Z8 Granodiori te 
ZZ-334A Vein materi al 
ZZ - 33S Metadiabase 
ZZ-337 Younger fe l sic 
ZZ-339 Metagabbro 
ZZ -3SZ Metapyroxenite 
ZZ -3S6 Younger felsic 
ZZ-365 Metagabbro 
ZZ -370 Metaleucogabbro 
ZZ-37 1 Metabasalt 
ZZ-376 Vein material 
ZZ-386A Vein material 
ZZ-386B Vein material 
ZZ-386C Vein material 

































































































































































































































































































































































Table S. Whole rock analyses. All value s in pe r cent. Analysts (all of the U. S. Geological Survey) and techniques described by McCallum and 
others ( 1979) . Sample description abbreviations used: YG=younger fels ic intrusive, HCG=Horse C reek granodior ite, MG=metagabbro 
and metaleucogabbro, MD:metadiabase, MB=metabasalt, MP=metapyroxenite. 
Sample 
number 2Z -S 22 -47 22 -61 22 -77 22-92 22-98 22 -123 22-137 22 -1 SS 22-160 22-23S 22-238 22-240 22 -274 
description MG MB MD MD MG HCG MD MG MG MG HCG HCG MG MG 
Si02 49.8 47.0 SO.S S2.0 S0.4 69 . l S4 . 3 47.2 4 6.3 42.3 71.0 67. s 49.9 52.0 
Ti02 0.26 o.s6 0.60 0.63 O.S8 0 . 34 0.69 0. 12 0.26 0.7 1 0. 18 0. 64 0.83 0.89 
Al2o 3 23. 7 17 .0 16. 0 16.3 l S. O 14 . 3 16.S 26.4 16.2 16.0 14 . 3 14.4 lS . 4 14. 9 
Fe2o 3 1. s 2. 9 2.8 2.7 2.4 2.4 2. s 0.9 1. 8 5.6 1. 3 2.S 3. 3 3.9 
FeO 2.S 8.0 6. 4 6.0 S.4 0.8 S. 4 2 . S s . 3 8 . 3 0.6 2 . 3 6 . 6 6.6 f--' 
O' 
MnO 0.08 0. 19 o. 17 O. l S 0.16 0 . 06 o. 14 0 . 07 o. 13 0 . 16 o . os 0.06 0.1 9 0.16 N 
MgO S.8 8.0 7. 4 7.0 9.3 0.6s S.l S.3 11. 1 10 . 2 O.S8 0.88 7.7 6. S 
Cao 14. 7 10.0 10.0 10.0 12.9 1. 7 8.6 16 .3 l s. 8 13. 6 1. 8 3 . 6 10.0 9.6 
Na2o 1. 87 2 . 19 2. -SI 2.24 1. 6S 3. 37 2.92 l . 06 0.6S 0 .66 3.27 4.06 2. 94 2.93 
K20 0.20 0.45 0.89 0 . 88 o. 36 4 . 90 1. lS 0 . 09 o. 14 0.06 4. 31 1. 97 0.98 o. 6S 
P205 0. l s 0. 13 0.24 0. 34 0.33 0 .11 0. 28 0.07 0.10 0.06 0.08 0.29 0.52 0. 40 
H2o+ 0.63 1. 7 0.63 0.-52 o. 57 0.·65 o. 77 0.9 3 0 . 48 0. 7 O.S8 0.68 1. 2 0.77 
H2 0 - 0.84 0. 19 0.09 0.48 0.06 0.07 0.06 o. 07 0.06 o. 11 0.07 0 . 07 0.08 0. 06 
co2 0 .03 0.01 0.02 0 . 02 0 . 01 0 . 0 1 0.01 0.04 0.03 0.06 0. 02 0 . 01 0 . 01 0.0 1 
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EXPLANATION 
ALLUVIUM 
YOUNGER FELS l C I NTRUSIVES - r ock units by symbol wh e r e known: m.::is s ive to fo l iated 
granite to q ua r t z monzon i t e , y f ; c o a r se g r a ined to pegma t _i_ t i c , yp f ; a nd , 
c p i d ote-b i otitc r i c h phases, y[eb 
HORSE CR EEK CRA NOD IORITE 
META.BASALT DIKE ROCKS 
MAFIC RO~KS OF T HE LAYERED SEQUENCE - comp osit i on by symbol l·:heC"e known : gabbro g ; 
olivine gab~ ro , og ; metaga bb r o, mg; metaleucogabbro and a northosite, ml g ; ' 
magn e tite i:- 1.c h metagabb l"o , mmg; metapyr.oxenitc , mp x ; metac,l iabase , md; 
late- st .::ige mctagabb ro , l smg ; and, hybi: idi zcd me ta gabb rn, hmg, \·1L r·h ove rla y pllltcrn 
llORNBLENDE - ANDES l NE - QUARTZ GNElSS 
~ontac t:, da s hed where a p p r0x. i m<1tely 101Lat@:d and do t ted whe r e c oncealed 
Fau.l.t , dash ed where a pproximately l© c ated and d©tted where conccalecl 
Str:i.ke and dip of pr.imary igneo u s l ayering 
St r :ike o f ver tica l igneous l ayer ing 
St ri ke a nd dip of over turned igneous layering 
St cike and dip of folia tion 
St r lke o E ve r ti c .:i. .1 folintion 
St r ike ;ind dip of ove r turne d foliation 
S t rike a nd dip a[ joi nts 
Mine s haft 
Pros pec L p it 
Trenc h 
Samp le location and sample number 
• 
t!£_ /f;L 
fY/ 'f J) (,, 
PLATE II 
